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Mathematics is an area of research that is forever growing. Definitions, theorems,

axioms, and proofs are integral part of every area of mathematics. The relation-

ships between these elements bring to light the elegant abstractions that bind even

the most intricate aspects of math and science.

As the body of mathematics becomes larger and its relationships become richer,

the organization of mathematical knowledge becomes more important and more

difficult. This emerging area of research is referred to as mathematical knowledge

management (MKM). The primary issues facing MKM were summarized by Buch-

berger, one of the organizers of the first Mathematical Knowledge Management

Workshop [20].

• How do we retrieve mathematical knowledge from existing and future sources?

• How do we build future mathematical knowledge bases?

• How do we make the mathematical knowledge bases available to mathemati-

cians?

These questions have become particularly relevant with the growing power of

and interest in automated theorem proving, using computer programs to prove

mathematical theorems. Automated theorem provers have been used to formalize



theorems and proofs from all areas of mathematics, resulting in large libraries of

mathematical knowledge. However, these libraries are usually implemented at the

system level, meaning they are not defined with the same level of formalism as the

proofs themselves, which rely on a strong underlying proof theory with rules for

their creation.

In this thesis, we develop a proof-theoretic approach to formalizing the relation-

ships between proofs in a library in the same way the steps of a proof are formalized

in automated theorem provers. The library defined in this formal way exhibits five

desirable properties: independence, structure, an underlying formalism, adaptabil-

ity, and presentability. The ultimate goal of mathematical knowledge management

is to make the vast libraries of mathematical information available to people at all

skill levels. The proof-theoretic approach in this thesis provides a strong formal

foundation for realizing that goal.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Mathematics is a field that is important in our day-to-day lives. From a very

young age, our children are taught the fundamentals of arithmetic. As they

progress through middle school and high school, students learn algebra, geom-

etry, trigonometry, and even calculus. In college, the mathematical knowledge

we impart to these students becomes more specialized. Economics students learn

about derivatives and their use in reasoning about changes in markets. Future

physicists use calculus to model the properties of matter and energy.

Those who continue on to advanced courses and graduate degrees learn of the

beautiful abstractions that provide a common basis for much of the mathematics

they knew most of their lives. It is at this point that they truly understand the

intricate hierarchy that binds the entire field of mathematics and all its applica-

tions, such as the one see in Figure 1.1. Within each area, the hierarchy gets more

specific, branching into many subtopics. For example, the area of differential ge-

ometry breaks down further into the geometry of curves, the geometry of surfaces,

Riemannian geometry, and several others.

Each part of this hierarchy has its own set of definitions, theorems, axioms,

and proofs that are fundamental to that area. Often, theorems in subareas are

specialized versions of those that appear higher up in the hierarchy. It may be the

case that the proof of a specialized theorem is easier in a subarea because one can

take advantage of certain properties that are not true of the more general area.

As an example, many mathematical structures with structure-preserving maps

including sets, monoids, and rings can be viewed more generally as categories with

1



2

Figure 1.1: A schematic view of the branches of mathematics [101]

morphisms. Some of the properties of the operations on these structures are results

regarding morphisms in category theory.

The teaching of mathematics starts with simple, specific concepts and then

moves to more general concepts that encompass those already learned as one gets

more advanced. Research in mathematics can work in both directions: one starts

from more specific ideas and generalizes them; or, one takes general ideas and

specializes them to work in a specific instance. It is not always clear which way

one is going because the area of mathematics is so large; one may write a paper

establishing some new theorems in a subarea of mathematics, only to discover that

the work is closely related to or a special case of work in a more general area of

which the author was not aware.

The relationships in mathematics are becoming richer as the body of mathemat-

ical knowledge is constantly increasing and changing. The number of mathematics

journals has continued to increase over the last century and a half, as demon-
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strated in Figure 1.2. These journals have continued to become more specific in

their topics, indicating that the study of mathematics is becoming more advanced.

Figure 1.2: Number of mathematics journals [3]

If we look specifically in the field of computer science, where mathematics plays

a prominent role, we see a dramatic increase in the number of papers published

over the years. For example, the Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP),

which provides bibliographic information from papers in major computer science

conferences and journals, has seen a dramatic increase in papers, demonstrated in

Figure 1.3.

With an increase in the amount and complexity of the information, the orga-

nization of mathematical knowledge becomes more important and more difficult.

This emerging area of research is referred to as mathematical knowledge man-

agement (MKM). As summarized by Buchberger, one of the organizers of the

first Mathematical Knowledge Management Workshop, the phrase “mathematical
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Figure 1.3: Distribution of publication dates for computer science papers [2]

knowledge management” should be parsed as (mathematical knowledge) manage-

ment as opposed to mathematical (knowledge management), i.e., examining the

problem of organizing and disseminating mathematical knowledge [20]. He goes

on to summarize the primary issues in the field:

• How do we retrieve mathematical knowledge from existing and future sources?

• How do we build future mathematical knowledge bases?

• How do we make the mathematical knowledge bases available to mathemati-

cians?

At least part of MKM’s development has come from the growing power of

and interest in automated theorem proving, using computer programs to prove

mathematical theorems. Using automated theorem provers to find the proofs for

theorems offers several advantages. First of all, much of the process can be auto-

mated through the use of heuristics called tactics and tacticals. These heuristics

perform basic steps of reasoning, including search for the correct steps to take.
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With constantly increasing computer power, more efficient tactics, and research

into new search strategies, the portion of the theorem-proving process that can be

automated continues to increase.

The primary contribution of automated theorem proving that is relevant to

MKM is the formalization of mathematics. A proof written by hand by a math-

ematician tends to have some steps that are informal or appeal to some intuition

on the part of the reader. We even see phrases like “the proof is trivial” or “this

step is obvious” in proofs in papers and textbooks. In contrast, a proof produced

by a computer program must be rigorous, with every detail justified by a step of

reasoning that follows in the domain of the theorem being proven; there is no such

thing as “trivial” or “obvious” for an automated theorem prover.

The body of formalized mathematics has continued to increase, with results

spanning all major branches of mathematics. As with any large body of informa-

tion, there is a desire to organize all of these formal theorems and proofs into a

digital library. We can then take advantage of the formal structure of these proofs

for research and teaching. From a research perspective, we can use the formal

library to find theorems useful in a proof we are working on or to discover re-

lated theorems based on common proof steps. For teaching, a formalized library of

mathematics provides a structured way to organize one’s presentation of complex

theorems and proofs related to one another.

The basis of any formalized structure for mathematics is a library of proofs and

theorems. Large libraries do exist in the automated theorem provers. However,

these libraries are usually implemented at the system level, meaning they are not

defined with the same level of formalism as the proofs themselves, which rely on

a strong underlying proof theory with rules for their creation. In the same way
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a proof-theoretic approach can formalize the steps of a proof, we want a proof-

theoretic approach that can formalize the relationships between proofs in a library.

The library should have the following properties:

1. Independence The library should be independent of the underlying logic

for which proofs are being done; we should be able to organize proofs for any

area of mathematics.

2. Structure The formal layout of the library should reflect relationships

between theorems. In other words, if we regard a proof to be a lemma used

within a larger proof, then the proofs should be such that the relationship is

captured inherently in the structure.

3. An underlying formalism Proof-theoretic rules should be the basis of

manipulating the library. They should formally define the operations of

adding a proof to the library, removing a proof from the library, and using

one proof in another. These rules should be defined at the same level as the

rules used for creating proofs.

4. Adaptability The organization of the proofs in the library should be

able to change based on the desire to highlight different relationships. For

example, one may want to change the structure to group different theorems

based on a certain set of lemmas they all use. Changes should be formally

described by rules.

5. Presentability The formal library needs itself either to be easily read by

humans or to be translatable into a format that can be read by humans. The

format should reflect the structure of the library and, ideally, be alterable
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in a way controlled by the underlying proof-theoretic rules for adapting the

library.

The libraries in all of the popular automated theorem provers including Coq

[105], NuPRL [71], Isabelle [108], and PVS [89] exhibit the first property. The

second property, structure, is found in theorem provers in an informal way. One

can declare formulas to be lemmas instead of theorems, however, no distinction is

made by the systems themselves. Progress has been made, particularly in Isabelle,

toward providing some more structure to the library of theorems.

Properties 3 and 4 are not exhibited by any of the popular theorem provers.

As stated, the library is a system-level construct separated from the underlying

logic governing the creation of proofs. Therefore, no formalism controls the li-

brary. Combined with the fact that there is no structure inherent in the library,

adaptability is extremely limited.

Presentability has been addressed by the theorem prover community by taking

existing libraries from automated theorem provers and transforming them into a

readable format, usually for presentation on the Internet.

In this thesis, we present a proof-theoretic approach to mathematical knowledge

management that exhibits all five desired properties. In Chapter 2, we discuss

previous work from several aspects of the problem, including proof reuse and library

organization. In Chapter 3, we set the basis for a library that exhibits properties 1

and 3 by discussing a publish-cite system presented by Kozen and Ramanarayanan

[68]. We look at an implementation of this library in an interactive theorem prover

for Kleene algebra with tests [63] in Chapter 4. We satisfy properties 2, 4, and

5 by formally defining a hierarchical structure for the mathematical library in

Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we discuss user interfaces for theorem provers and present
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a prototype theorem prover for Kleene algebra with tests that presents the library

of theorems in an intuitive, structured format. We extend the formalism of the

library to include tactics, allowing them to be treated at the same level as proofs

and the library itself, in Chapter 7. Finally, we present some future directions for

the work and conclusions in Chapters 8 and 9.



Chapter 2

Related Work
The development of formal methods for proof representation and theorem proving

has both a rich history and a community that remains active. Much of this work is

in automated theorem provers such as Coq [105], NuPRL [71], Isabelle [108], and

PVS [89].

The cores of these systems, where issues such as proof representation and the

underlying proof logic must be considered, have been well studied and established.

However, there are other distinctive characteristics that are paramount to the

development of these systems that continue to be important research questions,

including proof reuse, proof library representation, and proof tactics. These issues

have a serious impact on system usability, both for presenting information to a

user and for implementing the system efficiently. We examine the work related to

each one of these considerations in detail.

2.1 Proof Reuse

Reusing proofs is important for several reasons. The most obvious is that one

does not want to have to perform steps repeatedly when they can be done once

and referred to later. From the perspective of an automated theorem prover, time

is saved in reusing completed proof steps. The other important reason for proof

reuse is that discovering proofs with the same steps helps to establish relationships

between theorems, including some that might otherwise go unnoticed.

Carbonell succinctly states the four aspects of problem solving that are relevant

to proof reuse, where we transfer information from one proof, called the source

9
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proof, to another proof, called the target proof [25]:

1. How does one define similarity in proofs?

2. What knowledge is transferred from the source proof to the target proof?

3. How is this transfer accomplished?

4. How does one choose related source proofs given a target proof?

2.1.1 Proof Analogy

A popular method for proof reuse initially explored by mathematicians and artifi-

cial intelligence researchers is the idea of proof analogy, which tries to map steps

from a source proof into steps in a target proof using hints in the relationship

between the source theorem and target theorem.

Early work by Kling [56] and Munyer [87] focused on using the source proof to

find inference rules that would be relevant for the target proof. Kling’s technique

can find analogous inference rules for the target proof, but is not designed to use

the structure of the source proof to guide the decisions made in the use of these

rules. Munyer’s work, however, is able to use the order of inference rules in the

source proof in order to guide the target proof.

A severe limitation of these approaches is that they define similarity in a purely

syntactic sense; syntactic analogy can only discover, for instance, that the proof “if

x and y are even, then x∗y is even” is related to the proof “if x and y are odd, then

x∗y is odd.” Several others explored other notions of analogy in order to make the

technique more powerful, both in finding similar theorems and in applying their

proofs.
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Carbonell worked on transformational analogy and derivational analogy in the

context of general artificial intelligence problem solving techniques [25]. Car-

bonell’s work dealt primarily with the third element in our list above; but his

work also has implications for choosing related theorems and proofs. We talk

about his work as it would be applied to theorem proving. Both transformational

analogy and derivational analogy attempt to solve a proof by looking at sequences

of proof steps that were successful in some previous proof and using them in the

target proof. They require the storage of previously completed theorems and their

proofs.

Transformational analogy looks for similarity in the statements of theorems,

copies the proof for a relevant source theorem, and attempts to adapt the proof

to solve the target theorem. The notion of similarity here is vague; it could be as

simple as syntactic matching or could use some more complicated metric defined

by a user.

In contrast, derivational analogy matches source and target proofs instead of

theorems. One starts searching for steps in the target proof and then looks for

a source proof that has a similar pattern of search. The search procedure for

the source proof is then copied to the target proof and used to find a solution.

Derivational analogy requires that the proof steps that failed be stored with a

proof, in addition to the steps that succeeded. By using the steps from the source

proof, one creates a proof plan, which guides the steps of searching for a proof of

the target theorem [22].

Both of these techniques can be inefficient given a complex similarity metric and

large library of previous proofs. The library becomes particularly large when using

derivational analogy. Cabonell applied his techniques primarily to natural language
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processing and looked at the library of knowledge in that context. Nevertheless,

it is obvious that these techniques applied to proof reuse require a well organized

library of theorems and proofs.

Melis and Whittle have worked extensively on applying analogy to inductive

proofs, particularly for the proof planner CLAM [79, 110, 81, 80, 82]. They split

analogy into two forms: internal analogy, which looks for similar subgoals within

a single proof, and external analogy, which looks for similar theorems outside the

context of the current proof. Jamnik demonstrated that Melis and Whittle’s tech-

nique applies to non-inductive proofs as well [49].

Internal analogy tries to make the search for a proof more efficient by reducing

the number of calls to CLAM ’s critic, which attempts to revise terms on which

induction is being performed when the inductive proof can no longer make progress.

When CLAM needs to choose a term on which to perform induction, its analogy

system suggests one based on the terms chosen by previous calls to the critic.

The suggestions, if successful, prevent the critic from having to search for a term

on which to perform induction and prevent the system from performing inductive

proofs that will inevitably fail. The use of internal analogy has been able to produce

measurable reductions in the time it takes to perform an inductive proof in CLAM .

External analogy also attempts to reduce the need for search in CLAM . Melis

and Whittle implemented an analogy procedure, ABALONE, on top of CLAM .

ABALONE attempts to find a second-order mapping from source theorems to

target theorems. Theorems are represented as syntactic trees in which paths con-

taining existentially quantified variables and induction variables, called rippling

paths, are marked. Completed theorems–including decisions made in the planning

of the theorem’s proof, called justifications–are maintained in a library. If a useful
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second-order mapping from one of these theorems to the target theorem is found,

then the proof plan from that theorem is applied to the target theorem. In the

event a step of the proof fails, the justifications are used to find lemmas that may

be useful to prove in order to continue the proof.

2.1.2 Proof Abstraction

A second approach in research in proof reuse is proof abstraction, a refinement of

proof by analogy that looks at applying proofs of simpler theorems to more complex

ones. One primary difference between proof by analogy and proof abstraction in

more recent research is that proof abstraction attempts to abstract important

information in a proof in the hope of applying it later without some specific target

proof in mind. Proof abstraction is “the mapping from one representation of a

problem to another which preserves certain desirable properties and which reduces

complexity” [45].

Early work can be traced back to Plaisted [93, 94, 95]. His approach is based

on abstracting resolution proofs in propositional logic. Plaisted formally defined

abstractions and methods for constructing them. These methods can be syntac-

tic in nature, including the renaming of symbols, negation of literals, deletion of

arguments to a function, or the turning of functions into propositions. Semantic

abstractions based on the underlying domain represented by the atomic proposi-

tions are also possible.

The goal is to make a simpler proof through abstraction that has a resolution

proof tree that can be found by an automated theorem prover. This resolution

proof tree is a finite binary tree that finds an assignment of truth values to atomic

propositions such that all clauses in a set are true. A resolution proof tree can
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be mapped to another tree such that the two trees have the same shape. Then,

one can use the resolution proof tree for the abstracted version of a set of clauses

to guide the search for a resolution proof for the original set of clauses. Plaisted

proved that the proof for the correct abstractions results in the existence of a

proof for the original set of clauses. Plaisted further provided a search strategy for

abstracting clauses and finding their resolution proof efficiently.

Kolbe and Walther have worked extensively on the problem as well [59, 61,

58, 60]. They were the first to formally develop an explicit notion of a proof

library. Their formal system for proof abstraction consists of four important steps:

analysis, generalization, retrieval, and reuse. The first stage requires that the

inference rules for creating proofs be designed to work on a structure including not

only the formula to be proven, but also the “relevant features” that each proof step

uses. This additional information, called the proof catch, contains a list of axioms

used for the proved theorem.

The proof catch and theorem are abstracted during the generalization phase,

when function symbols are replaced with function variables. The resulting schematic

conjecture and second-order schematic catch form a proof shell, which is stored for

use in later proofs. Since it is possible to have many catches for a single conjec-

ture, a proof volume is formed, containing a schematic conjecture Φ and a set of

schematic catches that, when individually paired with Φ, form a proof shell. These

proof volumes are collected together in a library called the proof dictionary.

The final two stages, retrieval and reuse, allow us to take advantage of shells

stored in the dictionary. Retrieval attempts to find a second-order substitution to

instantiate a schematic conjecture to a theorem we are currently trying to prove.

The same substitution is applied to a corresponding schematic catch. Since a
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single schematic conjecture maps to several schematic catches in a proof volume,

it is possible to try several catches with only one search. When a catch is specialized

through substitution, it is possible that some of the function variables will not be

instantiated. If this is the case, these variables must be instantiated using another

substitution. The resulting proof must be verified to make sure that all proof

obligations follow from the set of axioms.

Giuchniglia and others have looked into providing a more theoretical basis to

abstraction [45, 44]. Giuchniglia and Walsh provided formal definitions of the three

main properties of abstractions:

1. An abstraction maps the representation of a problem called the ground rep-

resentation to a new representation, the abstract representation.

2. An abstract representation preserves desirable properties of the original prob-

lem.

3. An abstract representation is easier to prove.

These properties are formalized through the use of a formal system, including a

set of axioms, a set of inference rules, and a language for writing formulas.

Abstractions can be classified based on their power and usage. The power of an

abstraction relates to its ability to provide usable proofs in the ground represen-

tation. Ideally, a formula is provable in the ground representation iff its abstract

version is provable in the abstract representation. However, it is possible that the

“if” or “only if” part of this statement holds without the other. With regard to

use, the authors describe the opposing properties of deductive uses and abductive

uses and positive uses and negative uses. Deductive uses provide a guarantee that

a theorem holds in the ground representation when the abstract version of the
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theorem holds in the abstract representation, whereas abductive uses do not pro-

vide this guarantee. “Positive” and “negative” uses refer to whether the proof of

an abstract formula gives us information about the ground representation of the

theorem or its negation. Many abstraction techniques can be classified based on

these properties.

2.1.3 Applications of Proof Reuse

Proof reuse has been applied to several formal verification problems. Melis and

Schairer applied some of their work in proof by analogy [80]. The proofs with which

they work are first-order predicate logic formulas. In their proofs, the nature of

the problem is such that subgoals are often very similar, so the reuse of completed

proofs is instrumental in reducing the time required to verify programs that may

take weeks to do by hand.

The authors have a notion of a lemma, where a proof used in an earlier subgoal

can be generalized and reused within later subgoals of the same proof. The system

can attempt to detect these similar proofs automatically or the user can specify

them. Their analysis indicates that a significant amount of time can be saved when

proofs are reused.

Despite the savings, the relationship between these subgoals is never stored in

the proof, so a later analysis of the proof would not reflect the fact that similar

subgoals were found and reused. Moreover, lemmas are not stored or reusable in

different theorems. Given the similarities within proofs, one can imagine that there

would also be several similarities between proofs for which storage of some of the

more fundamental lemmas could be justified.

Beckert and Klebanov developed a technique for proof reuse that they applied
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to correctness proofs for Java programs in the KeY system [17]. Unlike other tech-

niques, which normally attempt to reuse an entire proof, Beckert and Klebanov’s

procedure reuses only one proof step at a time. Their algorithm considers the

current goal in a target proof and analyzes possible uses of proof steps from a

single source proof. This source proof need not be complete. Upon successfully

applying the proof step to the current goal, the algorithm examines the source

proof for steps that followed this proof step and measures there similarity based

on the minimal edit script, the alterations it would take to turn one program into

another.

Beckert and Klebanov have applied their technique to the verification of Java

programs. As demonstrated in examples, their algorithm is primarily suited for

proofs when the source and target programs are nearly the same. For example,

one may start on a proof of the correctness of a program only to discover it cannot

be verified. Alterations can be made to the program to correct errors, e.g., not

checking for division by zero, and then the correctness of this new program can

be verified. The new program is likely to be very similar to the old program, so

proof steps from the incomplete proof of correctness for the old program can be

duplicated for the proof of correctness of the new program, which can hopefully

be verified. With such an approach, the authors did not consider the organization

of proofs into any retainable structure.

Pons explored proof generalization and proof reuse in the Coq theorem prover

[96]. His goal was to create second-order abstractions of proofs done using Coq so

that they could be used in other contexts. In order to create a generalized proof for

a theorem regarding some function, one must abstract out the function itself and

any properties of that function. For example, generalizing a proof regarding integer
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multiplication may require abstracting out uses of associativity and commutativity.

The generalized version of the theorem can then be applied to other functions that

have the same properties.

Pons proposes a simple algorithm that could be integrated into Coq to gen-

eralize proofs. The user could specify a function to be abstracted and then the

system could handle discovering properties of this function that also need to be

abstracted, creating a generalized version of the proof automatically. However,

Pons’s algorithm for discovering properties of the abstracted function is based on

naming conventions used by creators of proofs; proofs that do not adhere to these

naming conventions may fail.

2.2 Library Organization

Proof reuse, particularly proof analogy, may require the maintenance of a library

of completed proofs. However, current literature explores the organization of this

library strictly in terms of proof search, if it is discussed at all. Organizing a library

of proofs without regard to search is an interesting problem in itself, especially

with the increasingly large body of mathematics formalized by automated theorem

provers and made available on the Internet.

With such vast libraries appearing, library organization is important for several

reasons. First of all, automated theorem provers need to be able to deal with

hundreds or thousands of theorems and proofs efficiently. Efficiency in a theorem

prover can encompass many factors. We have already discussed the importance

of proof search, in which library organization plays an important role. Beyond

that obvious issue, there is also the desire to group related proofs together into a

theory. “Related” can mean many things in this context. It can be some informal
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notion based on intuition on the part of a user organizing a theory; or, it can be a

more formal idea based on the contents of the theorems and proofs being grouped

together. It stands to reason that these two concepts are connected. Theorems

that make similar assumptions or use the same lemmas in their proofs are likely

to be related at some intuitive level.

The other important reason for formal library organization is the users of these

libraries. The wealth of mathematical knowledge available on the Internet and in

automated theorem provers is not useful if it cannot be presented in a reasonable

fashion. The presentation must be dynamic, too, as users may want the informa-

tion to be organized in different ways that change over time. These organizations

are likely to be based on how theorems are related, as discussed above. One per-

son may want the presentation of several theorems to be grouped by their common

assumptions; another may choose to focus on a certain group of lemmas that the

theorems have in common. These decisions may affection how a person approaches

a proof currently being worked on or which theorems one attempts to prove in the

first place. Presentation is not simply an issue for a user interface, but represents

a fundamental question regarding the organization of mathematical knowledge.

Several people have looked at the problem of library organization. In fact, an

entire research community devoted specifically to mathematical knowledge man-

agement exists. Creating a large knowledge base for mathematics is a relatively

new problem. Mathematical knowledge management is a growing area of research

focused on several aspects of the problem. The goal is to discover and express

relationships between proofs to form a coherent knowledge base that can aid in

teaching and researching mathematics.
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2.2.1 Representing Mathematics for Wide Dissemination

A formal language for specifying mathematics is a necessary step for represent-

ing the wide range of fields that exist. Unlike presentation-based languages such

as LATEX, a language for mathematics should incorporation semantic information

about the formulas and symbols it encodes. Without such information, a computer

can only process the mathematics and not actually understand it, a necessary step

if the computer is to provide infrastructure for organization and search based on

the meaning of formulas.

The MIZAR project provides a language for the formalization of mathematics

that is used for the creation of the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) [98]. Users

create articles, which contain a set of related theorems and references to other

articles they use. Mathematical knowledge management is important in three

parts of MIZAR: organizing individual proofs, organizing proofs within an article,

and organizing articles in the MML. We focus on the last one.

The MML requires that all articles added to the central database be submitted

and undergo several steps before acceptance. A submitted article must have al-

ready passed through a verifier, which checks the steps of all proofs in the article.

Once the verifier declares that an article has no errors, it can be submitted to the

MLL, where it passes through several automated programs. Currently, there is no

human intervention at this level to determine the appropriateness of an article; it

only need pass technical requirements. Once accepted, an article is added to the

Journal of Formalized Mathematics, available at the MIZAR website.

An interesting issue MIZAR must deal with is the relationship between indi-

vidual articles and the rest of the MML, called the local environment. This local

environment provides a context containing theorems from the MML referred to by
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an article. Such an environment might not be necessary if the MML were small;

the entire library could be the context. However, with the increasing size of the

library, size becomes an issue. MIZAR requires articles to contain declarations for

importing elements from other articles called constructors. The system’s accom-

modator manages the recursive importing of other articles that those constructors

need. Work continues on the problem of limiting this recursive process to import

only what is needed.

Extensive work has gone into the Open Mathematical Documents (OMDoc)

project, which provides a rich language for representing mathematics [57]. OM-

Doc looks to provide a markup language that can annotate text and formulas to

provide structure for use in presenting, archiving, and transmitting mathematical

knowledge through the use of content MathML [10] and OPENMATH [23], both

based on XML.

Of primary importance in using OMDoc to organize large libraries of formu-

las is the ability to assign importance to them. Such an assignment is achieved

through a type attribute, which can be one of several values including theorem,

proposition, lemma, or corollary. It is important to note that the appropri-

ate use of these terms is still up to users; only informal guidelines are given such

as “[a theorem is] an important assertion with a proof” and “[a lemma is] a less

important assertion with a proof.”

Proof representation in OMDoc has two aspects: the textual representation of

a proof step and the justification for the proof step, e.g., a premise whose truth

is assumed or already proven or a subproof that provides more detail. OMDoc

cannot itself check the validity of these deductions; it is meant only to provide

a descriptive language that allows one to specify them. The language is able to
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check that premises used are currently in scope, however. This scope includes not

only the premises and theorems that can be used, but also local hypotheses that

are declared and used to simplify proof steps, similar to the cut rule described in

Section 4.2.4.

OMDoc also handles the relationships between collections of theorems. These

theories are treated as first-class objects that can be structured like documents and

broken down into sections. The simplest relationship between theories is inheri-

tance, established with the import element, which specifies that a theory accesses

elements from another theory. A theory contains the union of the elements explic-

itly defined and those imported. Care has to be taken to ensure that the inheritance

is acyclic. Additional care has to be taken because of the discrepancy between the-

ory names and file names; two files could define different theories with the same

name and both could be imported into a third theory, which could consequently

be ill-defined.

More complex relationships are possible, too, using a generalized notion of the-

ory inclusion which resembles the use of functors as presented in Section 2.2.3. One

can define a morphism between a source theory and a target theory, a translation

of symbols in the source theory to the target theory. Theorems, definitions, and

proofs in the source theory can then be translated and used in the target theory. In

OMDoc, theory inclusion is treated as a structural property as opposed to a logical

property. In the event they are necessary, OMDoc allows the explicit declaration

of well-definedness conditions, such as the enforcement of total orderings on sets

for use in a list theory that requires comparison.

Both OMDoc and MIZAR provide rich languages for the creation of a library

of mathematical formulas. These languages are essential for providing a common
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formal description of theorems and proofs across different theorem provers and the

Internet.

2.2.2 Creating a Large Mathematical Knowledge Base

Buchberger has worked on the Theorema project, a system built on top of Mathe-

matica to add theorem-proving capabilities to the software [20, 91, 21]. However,

unlike many theorem provers, Theorema places a great deal of focus on the orga-

nization of the mathematical library and the presentation of theorems and proofs

to users.

Theorema has three primary components: reasoners, organizational tools, and

knowledge bases. The latter two are the ones most associated with managing the

mathematical theorems that users add to the system. Collections of formulas are

organized into Theorema notebooks, which can be stored and referred to later. To

facilitate the organization of formulas, the system has labels that assign numbers

or names to proof steps, as well as hierarchical relationship information through

keywords such as “lemma,” “theorem,” and “definition.” These labels do not have

any meaning in the underlying logic of the system. Labels provided by the user in

writing theorems and proofs are used to organize the notebook when the system

creates it. These labels can then be used to refer to theorems in other notebooks

or when calling one of Theorema’s 30 accessible reasoners.

Theorema does require some organizational information on the part of a user

in order to organize notebooks correctly. Specifically, the user must separate text

from mathematical formulas and must group formulas under appropriate headings,

including “Definitions,” “Theorems,” “Propositions,” etc. [91]. With that informa-

tion, Theorema provides an environment for organizing mathematical knowledge
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that makes it easily searchable, extendible, and teachable.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has expended con-

siderable effort in creating its Digital Library of Mathematical Functions (DLMF),

what is meant to be a definitive collection of formulas, graphs, and other infor-

mation pertaining to elementary and higher mathematics [73, 83]. For the first

time, the NIST will present a comprehensive list of mathematical formulas online,

including hyperlinks to related content and proofs, graphics, and search and down-

load capability. One of the project’s goals is to develop general techniques for the

organization of large amounts of mathematical data.

The DLMF represents formulas in LATEX, a language many mathematicians use

for the preparation of documents. While the use of LATEX allows for the reasonable

presentation of mathematical knowledge, it does not attach any semantic meaning

to it symbols, making difficult the problem of searching the digital library for

specific formulas. To aid in search, formulas are annotated with metadata, which

serves to disambiguate notation. The metadata also ensures that every formula

has a link to a proof. The search problem for the NIST primarily revolves around

the ability to create some concrete search syntax for queries that can be used

to find symbols inside of mathematical formulas. One may then want to take

search results and use them in a computer algebra system or combine them into

a customized collection of formulas. The DLMF is meant to make that process as

simple as possible for users.

2.2.3 Proof Organization in Automated Theorem Provers

Several theorem provers use ML-style modules as a means by which to organize

theories in a hierarchical fashion. Modules have a strong theoretical basis that has
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been well studied [74]. Chrza̧szcz investigated using modules in Coq to provide

structure to assumptions, variables, and proofs in the system [9]. Modules are

developed interactively by a user in the Coq environment and stored for later use.

These modules contain definitions of variables and assumptions, proofs of theorems

to be used as lemmas, and even nested modules. They can be required to adhere

to a signature, which describes the types of the elements of the module.

The full power of these modules is realized when one employs functors, which

parameterize modules over signatures. Functors allow one to declare a module

abstracted over variables and types that may occur in it. This abstract module,

when applied to a specific signature, results in a module with variables, assump-

tions, and proofs specialized to the elements of that signature, eliminating the need

to repeat proofs.

Coq’s module system is admittedly quite limited. First of all, once a module

is created, it cannot be altered. This means that elements in a submodule cannot

be moved to a parent module in order to widen their scope. It is also not possible

to have more than one module open at once, which may be desirable if a theory

draws its lemmas from several distinct areas contained in separate modules.

Windley developed a package for the HOL theorem prover that allows one to

use abstract theories, similar to the use of functors in Coq’s module system [111].

Abstract theories use the ML metalanguage in HOL and higher-order logic to

provide structures that can be instantiated. The name of the abstract theory is

applied to concrete objects to form a specific instance of the theory. The abstract

theory has a set of theory obligations declared in ML that become assumptions in

the instantiated theory.

Durn and Meeguer developed a module system for the theorem prover Maude
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[34]. Their module system takes advantage of Maude’s reflectivity to provide users

with a module algebra including functors and object-oriented modules. Maude

formally defines the operations performed on modules, including renaming and

importing. Stressing the importance of performance, Maude compiles modules to

a flat, unstructured representation when creating system modules. The underlying

system itself does not take advantage of any structure a user has added to help it

create theories.

The most advanced organization system in a theorem prover is Isabelle’s locales,

which limit the use of a set of local assumptions and definitions to a current theory

[53, 52]. The original intent of locales was to provide a means by which to define

syntax and rules whose usefulness did not extend beyond a limited number of

proofs. Locales contain variables, assumptions, and definitions. The variables

can be viewed as elements that a mathematician would describe as “arbitrary,

but fixed” for the purposes of a proof. The local assumptions are properties of

these elements. Local definitions are primarily shorthand notation used for large

formulas. These definitions may include concrete syntax for better pretty printing.

Locales can be opened for use in proving a theorem, then closed when no longer

needed. The stack of active locales forms a scope for a proof. Locales can extend

other locales, leading to a hierarchical scope with nested locales. Once a theorem is

proved in this scope, it can be exported out of the scope of locales, either one at a

time through the stack or all at once, the latter resulting in a theorem at the global

level. In an export, definitions are made into meta-assumptions and constants are

universally quantified. It is important to note that constants and rules defined in

a locale that are not used in the proof of a theorem are not included in the export

operation.
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Wenzel made several improvements to the locales system in his development

of Isar, a proof language for Isabelle with a focus on human readability [109].

Ballarin discusses the improvements that were added to the system [12]. Wenzel’s

locales add the ability to scope theorems through notes, which store facts about the

constants declared. These notes are theorems in which a locale has been specified

as the storage location; theorems are usually added to the global environment.

Whenever a locale is opened, its notes are available as rewrite rules, even they

are not in the default set used by Isabelle’s simplifier. In this way, one can create

specialized versions of a theorem, using local constants and local assumptions to

instantiate any universal quantifiers of the theorem.

Wenzel’s locales also support a richer mechanism for combining locales. Mul-

tiple inheritance in nested locales is possible through the normalization of locale

expressions, a language for combining locales. The most important expression is

merge, which combines the elements of two locales. Proper combination requires

normalization in order to avoid naming conflicts. The existence of the merge com-

mand means that using locale expressions is more powerful than simply opening

locales and adding their contents to the current scope.

While locales contribute much to library organization in automated theorem

provers, they are not without their limitations. Locales are implemented at a level

separate from both the declaration of theories and the underlying proofs. While

the separation from the declaration of theories allows for more reuse of elements in

locales, it also requires a more extensive examination of the relationship between

locales and proofs using development graphs, which model dependencies in proofs

[13].

Another limitation is in the export mechanism. While it is possible to gener-
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alize variables, assumptions, and even theorems out of a locale so that they are in

a wider scope, it is not possible to move them into a locale to limit their scope.

Such an ability can be important if we do not know the organization of a set of

theorems before we prove them or if we wish to reorganize the library dynami-

cally to highlight different relationships between theorems through their common

structure.

2.2.4 Extracting Libraries from Automated Theorem Provers

With their large sets of proofs, automated theorem provers provide a wealth of

mathematical knowledge that can be organized for presentation to users in a variety

of fields. Several people have looked at automatically extracting the libraries from

these theorem provers to create a cohesive online library.

Asperati et al. worked on the Hypertextual Electronic Library of Mathematics

(HELM) project [6], which seeks to use XML to create and maintain an online

mathematical library. HELM takes advantage of the structure and maturity of

XML to provide better infrastructure for publishing, searching, and modularizing

formulas. What separates HELM from other similar projects is that it stresses the

importance of proofs as a means by which to organize theorems into a structured

hierarchy.

HELM’s library structure differs from others in that it separates every theorem

and definition into a separate XML file, considering these to be the smallest entity

to which one would want to refer. This organizational decision was made in the

hope of avoiding the need to import an entire theory to use a single result, which

can drive users to simply redefine the result and thus leads to duplication in the

library. HELM also wants to avoid a large, flat library structure that can come from
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putting too many theorems and definitions into single files; the physical structure

of the XML files should reflect the organization of the mathematical library.

HELM distinguishes between documents, arbitrary collections of theorems and

definitions for presentation, and theories, sets of definitions and theorems organized

by their formal structure. The organization of theories should be reflected in the

underlying organization that the Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) used for

navigating theorems and definitions. On the other hand, documents, which are

meant to be assembled by authors, should be more free in their organization and

independent of the organization of the XML files themselves.

Cruz-Filipe et al. worked on the Constructive Coq Repository at Nijmegen (C-

CoRN) project, which makes the libraries of Coq available as an online repository

[31]. One of the primary desires in developing such a library was coherency : related

theorems should be grouped together in theories that can be explicitly extended by

other theories. Consequently, the library is a tree-like structure. At the lowest level

are tactics used for equational reasoning throughout the system. Above the tactics,

elements are hierarchically arranged with more complex structures inheriting from

simpler ones, e.g., ordered fields are above groups.

Unlike HELM, C-CoRN’s library structure groups lemmas into single files for

organization. Nevertheless, the system is designed with updates to these files in

mind. The hope is to avoid the duplication of lemmas that are used often and

the unnecessary repetition of proofs, a problem often encountered in other systems

where the overhead in adding a new lemma to a file results in smaller files being

added and never changed again.

Like the module system found in Coq, C-CoRN places a lot of importance on

abstraction in its hierarchy, as this allows results to be proven once for the abstract
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case and then specialized for concrete applications. Abstraction also allows for

the reuse of notation in cases where the system may have limitations in allowing

overloading. For example, abstraction allows the plus symbol ‘[+]’ to be used

for real numbers, integers, and natural numbers. However, abstraction may not

always be ideal if optimization is a concern; some proofs are more straightforward

when they can take advantage of properties of the concrete objects.

Lorigo et al. worked on applying WWW search techniques to obtain informa-

tion about the structure of libraries of proofs and theorems [72]. They applied

Kleinberg’s Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm [55] to aid in the

search of relationships between mathematical theorems and proofs in the Cornell

Formal Digital Library (FDL). The search may wish to discern theorems that are

representative of a given collection of theorems or to automatically find collections

of theorems based on their contents.

Proofs can be seen as a graph structure where nodes are the names of theorems

and directed edges represent the “refers to in proof” relation. In this way, a

library of theorems resembles the structure of web pages with hyperlinks to other

pages. Applying the HITS algorithm to Cornell’s FDL reveals clusters of theorems

that could be grouped together in a single theory. Lorigo et al. found that these

clusters often reflect theorems grouped together by humans when initially placed

in the FDL, indicating that the structure of proofs can in fact provide enough

information to group them automatically. However, the approach is meant to be

used with already existing libraries of formal mathematics. It gathers information

from the library and presents it to the user, but does not reorder the theorems in

the library itself into the discovered relationships.
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2.3 Tactics

Tactics are computer programs meant to carry out steps of deduction automati-

cally. Tactics can also be combined using tacticals, which generally include oper-

ations that can compose tactics, perform a conditional test based on the success

of a tactic, or repeat a tactic. The primary goal of these tactics is to automate as

much of the creation of a proof as possible in a way that is sound with respect to

the underlying logic. One of the earliest examples of tactics is Edinburgh LCF, an

automated theorem prover developed in the 1970s [46]. In fact, the ML program-

ming language commonly used as tactic language today, and now as a stand-alone

programming language, was created specifically for the LCF tactics system.

Effective tactics are a central focus of many modern theorem provers. Most

popular theorem provers today contain an ML-like language for tactics, including

Coq [105], NuPRL [71], Isabelle [108], and PVS [89]. The Turing-complete lan-

guage is separate from the underlying language used to represent proofs. Such

languages with their strong typing, higher-order constructs, and pattern matching

make the implementation of standard tacticals easier. The tactics found in these

systems are built from basic inference rules into complex programs that can apply

rules, choose between tactics to apply, and analyze the current structure of a proof.

2.3.1 Theoretical Developments in Tactics

Felty looked at implementing tactics in higher-order logic programming languages

such as λProlog, which is based on higher-order hereditary Harrop formulas [35].

Logic programming languages have built-in infrastructure for unification and search,

essential operations in the implementation of tactics. Clauses in Prolog-based lan-
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guages, where the body of a clause implies its head, corresponds naturally to the

statements of inference rules in which premises imply some conclusion. Addition-

ally, quantification is easily represented using metavariables. These features are in

contrast to a typical ML language used for tactics in which features like quantifi-

cation must be encoded specially.

The main benefit of using a logic programming language is backtracking. Back-

tracking is part of the unification and search mechanism built into logic program-

ming languages. In an attempt to show that a clause is satisfiable in a program, a

system like λProlog instantiates variables and attempts to show that all clauses are

satisfiable. If a clause fails, the system backtracks to the last successfully satisfied

clause and attempts to use a different unification to satisfy it. This process con-

tinues until all clauses are satisfied or until all possible unifications are exhausted

and the initial clause is deemed unsatisfiable.

One can easily write a set of inference rules for a first-order logic in λProlog.

These inference rules can be converted to a set of tactics that can be combined

using a set of tacticals. The tacticals defined include composition (then), choice

(orelse), and loop (repeat). When implemented with the metalanguage feature

cut (!), which prevents backtracking beyond a certain point, one can obtain the

desired operations for tacticals. When using tactics interactively, one has the

ability to backup the search for a proof one step at a time; information regarding

state during forward and backward operations is handled by the system itself and

requires no additional infrastructure.

The use of a language such as λProlog has some other benefits as well. The

language’s modules allow one to import and use tactics dynamically. Moreover,

the implementation allows one to specify different search strategies for use with
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the repeat and orelse tactics. One may use a simple depth-first search if it is

sufficient or implement some more complete search strategy if necessary.

Giunchiglia and Traverso worked on correlating tactics in the theorem prover

GETFOL, considered to be at the object level, with terms in a first-order metathe-

ory called MT [42, 43]. They succinctly stated the properties desired for a tactic

language: the tactics should be expressions of a logical language in order to facil-

itate reasoning about them; and, there should be a correspondence between the

tactics as represented in this logical language and the programs that implement

the tactics. This correspondence is one-to-one between well-formed formulas and

computation trees at the object level.

The authors defined both an object theory OT and a metatheory MT. Each

theory contains its own language, axioms, and inference rules. The axioms of MT

are lifted from the axioms of OT. The original work was admittedly limited; it could

only correlate well-formed formulas and primitive object-level tactics, those that

could be expressed as a finite sequence of proof steps[42]. Tactics are represented as

sequent trees, trees of object-level applications of inference rules. One can formally

define tactics in the metatheory by defining a notion of generalization, replacing

constants with variables. As defined, several axioms presented by Giunchiglia

and Traverso are tactics; all the tactics in MT correspond to tactics in OT. The

relationship allows one to manipulate the tactics at the logic level to alter and

optimize the programs that implement them. The authors are able to prove that

the correspondence between OT and MT is correct.

Giunchiglia and Traverso further extended their metatheory to represent com-

mon tacticals [43]. The difficulty with providing a correspondence between tac-

ticals and a representation in some metatheory is that their execution may not
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terminate. In order to represent tacticals, the authors had to add an if-then-else

construct and function names to the language of the metatheory. Names must be

used because both OT and MT are first-order; one would typically use higher-order

syntax in a language such as ML to represent tacticals. The authors showed that,

even with the extensions, MT’s representation of tactics and tacticals is sound.

Syme argued against the use of tactics as we typically see them in theorem

provers [104]. He proposed the use of three constructs in a declarative proof sys-

tem called DECLARE. A proof is declarative if the result of a proof step can be

understood on its own without appealing to the justification for that step. Popular

automated theorem provers tend to be inferential, where an appeal to a justifica-

tion is necessary and automatically interpreted by the system to determine the

result of a proof step.

DECLARE uses three constructs for the language of proofs: decomposition and

enrichment, appeals to automation, and second-order schema application. Decom-

position and enrichment split a proof into several cases and add fact, goals, and

constants to the proof environment, respectively. Appeals to automation are hints

provided to an automated theorem prover, which is treated as an oracle in this

context. These are described by a simple language meant to be declarative in na-

ture. The constructs in the language include highlighting elements from the proof

environment, specifying variable instantiations, and specifying case splits.

Syme argued that the declarative approach has several advantages over tradi-

tional tactic-based approaches. He argued that while tactics do offer the ability to

program more complex and general algorithms for solving proofs, practical tactics

tend to be extremely specialized. The simple nature of declarative proofs makes

them easier to read and therefore easier to reuse in another setting, including in
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the context of different automated theorem provers.

Martin et al. expressed tactics in a general language called Angel with a formal

semantics that results in a calculus for reasoning about tactics [76]. Angel, inde-

pendent of the underlying logic for which proofs are done, can be used to prove

properties about the tactics themselves, including optimizations for efficiency and

readability. The language represents the basic operations we often see in tactics:

rule usage, sequence, and choice. The more complex operation of repetition is

represented with the recursive µ operator. Several laws regarding the equivalence

of tactics can be used to reason about and formulate new tactics. These rules are

complete, meaning two tactics can be proven equivalent with these laws if their

observable behavior is equivalent.

Martin and Gibbons continued their work, generalizing to a monadic structure

that was underlying the list structure used in their semantics [77]. Monads are an

established method for modeling intricate programming language features includ-

ing nondeterminism and side-effects [85]. Useful monads include the list monad (for

modeling nondeterminism), the exception monad (for modeling possible failure),

the state monad (for modeling a store that can be updated), and the continuation

monad (for modeling programs in continuation-passing style).

Martin and Gibbons used a function to convert tactics into functions of the

proper type for monadic interpretation. This function also requires an interpreta-

tion of primitive rules and an environment for constructing recursive tactics. The

interpretation of the semantics in different monads leads to different models of the

tactics. As mentioned, using the list monad yields the original Angel semantics.

The use of the exception monad results in a semantics very close to those used in

Edinburgh LCF. Choice semantics such as those found in Isabelle are most accu-
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rately represented by combining state and list monads. Hence, the tactics language

in many theorem provers can be modeled by a common underlying formalism.

2.3.2 The Reuse of Tactics

The reuse of tactics is an issue worth mentioning outside the context of simple

proof reuse, discussed in Section 2.1. Tactics are programs that can be used as

justifications for proof steps; however, applying such a justification to another

proof requires special care, since the original use of the tactic may include nonde-

terminism, backtracking, and search.

Schairer et al. looked at giving users more control over the reuse of tactics in

order to increase the likelihood that the tactic succeeds while at the same time

reducing the overhead of reusing a tactic [99]. Specifically, the technique improves

tactic replay, the re-execution of a tactic in the context of a new proof that looks

similar to the proof in which the tactic was originally used. In this replay, one

does not want to repeat search steps; that the tactic succeeding in the first place

means that the correct path is already known and can be remembered for reuse.

Current theorem provers allow tactics to succeed or fail, with no ability to stop at

a state in the middle of execution. If a small change is needed in a tactic in order

for it to succeed, one must either change the code for the tactic and re-execute it

from the beginning or must carry out the proof rules manually.

In order to eliminate unnecessary search, Schairer et al.’s technique maintains

a trace when evaluating a tactic. This trace keeps track of further calls to tactics

and choices made in a search. In the event backtracking is performed, elements

from the sequence of steps in this trace can be removed. When reusing a tactic

later, one can use the trace to avoid search, as choices are explicitly maintained.
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Furthermore, one can use the trace to interactively alter the steps in the replay

of a tactic. In the event that the replay of a tactic fails, a user can alter the trace

at specific points to make a different choice in a search. One can also replace the

call of one tactic with a call to another, referred to as a callback. The remainder of

the tactic replay can be carried out in the new context formed by making different

choices in the search or in calls to other tactics. Consequently, tactics being reused

may succeed where they otherwise would have failed.

Felty and Howe looked at harnessing the power of logic programming languages

for tactic generalization and reuse [36]. The issue is the same as in the work of

Schairer et al.: how does one reuse tactics that are provided as justifications for

proof steps? Felty and Howe’s technique relies on λProlog’s metavariables, variable

binding, and backtracking. The system find a minimal unifier, which matches

variables in conclusions of proof steps to the variables in premises of subsequent

proof steps. Finding this minimal unifier results in a most general version of the

tactic justifications, which allows them to apply the tactics in many other proofs.
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Publication-Citation
Formal proof representation is paramount to theorem provers such as Coq [105],

NuPRL [71], Isabelle [108], and PVS [89]. However, these systems do not provide a

formal basis for remembering and reusing proofs. The proof library is a system-level

infrastructure for loading and saving theorems that is separate from the underlying

proof theory.

Kozen and Ramanarayanan present a publish-cite system, which uses proof

rules with an explicit library to formalize the representation and reuse of theorems

[68]. The work provides the basis for Chapters 4-7, so it is described in detail in

this chapter.

3.1 Motivation: A Classical Proof System

First, we look at a classical proof system for constructive universal equational Horn

logic. We build theorems from terms and equations. Consider a set of individual

variables X = {x, y, . . .} and a first-order signature Σ = {f, g, . . .}. We use x to

refer to a sequence of variables (x1, . . . , xn). An individual term s, t, . . . is either a

variable x ∈ X or an expression ft1 . . . tn, where f is an n-ary function symbol in

Σ and t1 . . . tn are individual terms (referred to with the notation t). An equation

d, e, . . . is between two individual terms, such as s = t. We use the notation e[x/t]

to denote the equation e with all free occurrences of x replaced by t.

A theorem ϕ, ψ is a universally quantified Horn formula of the form

∀x1, . . . , xm.d1 → d2 → · · · → dn → e (3.1)

38
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where the di are equations representing premises, e is an equation representing the

conclusion, and x1 . . . xm are the variables that occur in the equations d1, . . . , dn, e.

A formula may have zero or more premises. These universally quantified formu-

las allow arbitrary specialization through term substitution. An example of this

specialization can be seen in Section 3.3.

The following is the set of axioms E of classical equational logic with implicit

universal quantification.

x = x

x = y → y = x

x = y → y = z → x = z

x1 = y1 → · · · → xn = yn → fx = fy

where f is an n-ary function in Σ. In addition, there is a set of application-specific

axioms ∆.

The deduction rules are in Figure 3.1, where A is a set of equations. The last

rule requires that x does not occur in t. This derived rule allows us to use implicit

universal quantification.

We may wish to annotate these formulas with simply typed λ-terms in order

to remember the steps of deduction. Let P be a set of proof variables p, q, . . .. A

proof of a theorem is a λ-term abstracted over both the proof variables and the

individual terms that appear in the proof. A proof term is:

• a variable p ∈ P

• a constant axiomϕ, referring to an axiom ϕ ∈ E ∪∆

• an application π τ , where π and τ are proof terms

• an application π t, where π is a proof term and t is an individual term
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` ϕ[x/t]
ϕ ∈ E ∪∆

e ` e

A ` ϕ
A, e ` ϕ

A, e ` ϕ
A ` e→ ϕ

A ` e→ ϕ A ` e
A ` ϕ

A ` e
A[x/t] ` e[x/t]

Figure 3.1: Rules for a classical proof system

• an abstraction λp.τ , where p is proof variable and τ is a proof term

• an abstraction λx.τ , where x is an individual variable and τ is a proof term

When creating proof terms, we have the typing rules seen in Figure 3.2. These

typing rules are what one would expect for a simply-typed λ-calculus. The typing

environment Γ maps variables to types. According to the Curry-Howard Isomor-

phism, the type of a well-typed λ-term corresponds to a theorem in constructive

logic and the λ-term itself is the proof of that theorem [100]. For example, a theo-

rem such as (3.1) viewed as a type would be realized by a proof term representing

a function that takes an arbitrary substitution for the variables xi and proofs of

the premises di and returns a proof of the conclusion e.

We now state the annotated versions of our proof rules in Figure 3.3. Note that

the proof terms for term abstraction and application do not yet appear, as we still

use implicit universal quantification.
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Γ, p : e ` p : e

Γ ` axiomϕ : ϕ

Γ ` π : e→ ϕ Γ ` τ : e

Γ ` πτ : ϕ

Γ ` π : ∀x.ϕ
Γ ` πt : ϕ[x/t]

Γ, p : e ` τ : ϕ

Γ ` λp.τ : e→ ϕ

Γ ` τ : ϕ

Γ ` λx.τ : ∀x.ϕ

Figure 3.2: Typing rules for proof terms

` axiomϕ t : ϕ[x/t]
ϕ ∈ E ∪∆

p : e ` p : e

A ` p : ϕ

A, p : e ` ϕ

A, e ` τ : ϕ

A ` λp.τ : e→ ϕ

A ` e→ π : ϕ A ` τ : e

A ` π τ : ϕ

Figure 3.3: Annotated proof rules

3.2 Explicit Library Representation

In order to represent the set of proofs we can reuse explicitly, we add to the proof

system in Section 3.1 a library L. The library is a list T1 = π1, . . . , Tn = πn, where

Ti is a name given to an axiom in E ∪ ∆ or to a derived proof and πi is a proof
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term. Unlike the classical system of Section 3.1, we make universal quantification

explicit.

In Figure 3.4 are the proof rules in the new system for creating and manipulat-

ing proofs. The rules allow one to build proofs constructively. They manipulate a

structure of the form L; T, where L is the library and T is a list of annotated proof

tasks of the form A ` π : ϕ, where A is a set of annotated equations, π is a proof

term, and ϕ is a formula.

(assume)
L ; T, A ` τ : ψ

L ; T, A, p : e ` τ : ψ

(ident)
L ; T

L ; T, p : e ` p : e

(mp)
L ; T, A ` π : e → ψ A ` τ : e

L ; T, A ` π τ : ψ

(discharge)
L ; T, A, p : e ` τ : ψ

L ; T, A ` λp.τ : e → ψ

(publish)
L ; T, ` π : ϕ

L, T = λx.π : ∀x.ϕ ; T

x = FV (ϕ)

(cite)
L1, T = π : ∀x.ϕ,L2 ; T

L1, T = π : ∀x.ϕ,L2 ; T, ` π t1 . . . tn : ϕ[x/t]

(forget)
L1, T = π : ϕ,L2 ;

L1,L2[T/π] ;
ϕ 6∈ E ∪∆

Figure 3.4: Proof Rules for Basic Theorem Manipulation

The (publish), (cite), and (forget) rules allow us to maintain our library
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of theorems explicitly. The (publish) rule takes a proof task whose assumptions

have all been discharged and forms the universal closure of ϕ and the corresponding

λ-closure of π. It then adds the proof to the library L with a new name T . Names

of theorems must be unique in order to avoid conflicts.

The (cite) rule allows us to reuse a proof in the library. We now use names

for theorems in addition to the axiomϕ constants. Referring to the proof by name

means that we get a pointer to the proof in the library instead of a specialized

copy of the proof itself.

It is important not to confuse the specialization of a theorem with the nor-

malization of a proof. The former refers to a formula created by instantiating all

universally quantified variables. The latter is a proof term applied to other proofs

terms and on which β-reduction has then been performed.

Names are not used in the paper by Kozen and Ramanarayanan in order to

avoid namespace management issues. Instead, a citation token is added to the

proof terms. The proof term pub has the type ϕ→ ϕ, which maintains the type of

a proof while preventing β-reduction during citation. We do not need the citation

token as we use names to refer to theorems.

If we want to remove a theorem from the library, we use (forget). This rule

replaces all occurrences of the name of a theorem with its proof. β-reduction

then reduces the application of the proof to a normal form. The result is a proof

that appears as though we had performed all steps of deduction explicitly. We

demonstrate the use of all of these rules in the next section.
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3.3 An Example

Consider reasoning about a Boolean algebra (B, ∨, ∧, ¬, 0, 1). Boolean algebra

is an equational theory, thus contains, among its axioms, the axioms of equality

and idempotence for ∧:

ref : ∀x. x = x (3.2)

sym : ∀x, y. x = y → y = x (3.3)

trans : ∀x, y, z. x = y → y = z → x = z (3.4)

cong∧ : ∀x, y, z. x = y → (z∧x) = (z∧y) (3.5)

cong∨ : ∀x, y, z. x = y → (z∨x) = (z∨y) (3.6)

cong¬ : ∀x, y, z. x = y → ¬x = ¬y (3.7)

idemp∧ : ∀x. x∧x = x (3.8)

These axioms are present in our library. Let us prove a simple formula in this

algebra:

∀a.∀b. a∧b = a → a∧b∧b = a (3.9)

First, we use (ident) to introduce the task

p : a∧b = a ` p : a∧b = a (3.10)

Next, we use (cite) to use cong∧.

` cong∧ (a∧b) a b : a∧b = a → a∧b∧b = a∧b (3.11)

We use (assume) on (3.11) so that it has the same assumption as (3.10)

p : a∧b = a ` cong∧ (a∧b) a b : a∧b = a → a∧b∧b = a∧b (3.12)
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Now we combine (3.12) and (3.10) using (mp).

p : a∧b = a ` cong∧ (a∧b) a b p : a∧b∧b = a∧b (3.13)

We introduce another copy of our assumption with (ident).

p : a∧b = a ` p : a∧b = a (3.14)

Now we wish to use transitivity to conclude a∧b∧b = a from (3.13) and (3.14).

Therefore, we use (cite) to introduce a specialized version of trans.

` trans (a∧b∧b = a∧b) (a∧b = a) (a∧b∧b = a) : a∧b∧b = a∧b

→ a∧b = a

→ a∧b∧b = a

(3.15)

Next, we use (assume) to add our single assumption to (3.15).

p : a∧b = a ` trans (a∧b∧b = a∧b) (a∧b = a) (a∧b∧b = a) : a∧b∧b = a∧b

→ a∧b = a

→ a∧b∧b = a

(3.16)

Now we apply (mp) to (3.16) and (3.13) to get

p : a∧b = a ` trans (a∧b∧b = a∧b)

(a∧b = a)

(a∧b∧b = a)

(cong∧ (a∧b) a b p)

: a∧b = a → a∧b∧b = a (3.17)

We apply (mp) to (3.17) and (3.14) to get

p : a∧b = a ` trans (a∧b∧b = a∧b)

(a∧b = a)

(a∧b∧b = a)

(cong∧ (a∧b) a b p)

p

: a∧b∧b = a (3.18)
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We now apply (discharge) to abstract over the assumption p.

` λp. trans (a∧b∧b = a∧b)

(a∧b = a)

(a∧b∧b = a)

(cong∧ (a∧b) a b p)

p

: a∧b = a → a∧b∧b = a (3.19)

Finally, we use the (publish) command to add this theorem to our library. The

new entry in the library would be as follows.

T = λa.λb.λp. trans (a∧b∧b = a∧b)

(a∧b = a)

(a∧b∧b = a)

(cong∧ (a∧b) a b p)

p

(3.20)

Both T and the proof term it represents have the type

∀a.∀b. a∧b = a → a∧b∧b = a

Now that we have created a new theorem, we may wish to use it in another

proof. We can use T to prove

∀x.∀y.∀z. (x∨y)∧z = (x∨y) → (x∨y)∧z∧z = (x∨y) (3.21)

We specialize T using the (cite) command and the substitution [a/(x∨y), b/z]:

` T (x∨y) z : (x∨y)∧z = (x∨y) → (x∨y)∧z∧z = (x∨y) (3.22)

We can publish this theorem with the (publish) command, adding to our library

the entry

U = λx.λy.λz. T (x∨y) z : ∀x.∀y.∀z. (x∨y)∧z = (z∨y) → (x∨y)∧z∧z = (x∨y)
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We now may choose to remove T from the library with the (forget) command.

This does not affect the type of U ; however, it does replace the single occurrence

of T in U ’s proof with the proof of T :

U = λx.λy.λz.

λa.λb.λp.

trans (a∧b∧b = a∧b)

(a∧b = a)

(a∧b∧b = a)

(cong∧ (a∧b) a b p)

p


(x∨y) z

: ∀x.∀y.∀z.

(x∨y)∧z = (x∨y)

→ (x∨y)∧z∧z = (x∨y)

When we apply β-reduction to this proof to get a normal form, we get a new proof

for U :

U = λx.λy.λz.λp.

trans ((x∨y)∧z∧z = (x∨y)∧z)

((x∨y)∧z = (x∨y))

((x∨y)∧z∧z = (x∨y))

(cong∧ ((x∨y)∧z) (x∨y) z p)

p

: ∀x.∀y.∀z.

(x∨y)∧z = (x∨y)

→ (x∨y)∧z∧z = (x∨y)

This new proof is the same proof that would result from setting out to prove (3.21)

directly instead of using T .
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KAT-ML
Work on the publish-cite system led to the development of KAT-ML, an inter-

active theorem prover for Kleene algebra with tests. Kleene algebra with tests

(KAT), introduced in [63], is an equational system for program verification that

combines Kleene algebra (KA), the algebra of regular expressions, with Boolean

algebra. KAT has been applied successfully in various low-level verification tasks

involving communication protocols, basic safety analysis, source-to-source program

transformation, concurrency control, compiler optimization, and dataflow analysis

[4, 15, 27, 26, 28, 63, 67]. This system subsumes Hoare logic and is deductively

complete for partial correctness over relational models [64].

Much attention has focused on the equational theory of KA and KAT. The

axioms of KAT are known to be deductively complete for the equational theory of

language-theoretic and relational models. Validity is decidable in PSPACE [29, 69].

Because of the practical importance of premises, it is the universal Horn theory

that is of more interest; that is, the set of valid sentences of the form

p1 = q1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn = qn → p = q, (4.1)

where the atomic symbols are implicitly universally quantified. The premises pi =

qi are typically assumptions regarding the interaction of atomic programs and

tests, and the conclusion p = q represents the equivalence of an optimized and

unoptimized program or of an unannotated and annotated program. The necessary

premises are obtained by inspection of the program and their validity may depend

on properties of the domain of computation, but they are usually quite simple and

easy to verify by inspection, since they typically only involve atomic programs and

48
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tests. Once the premises are established, the proof of (4.1) is purely propositional.

This ability to introduce premises as needed is one of the features that makes

KAT so versatile. By comparison, Hoare logic has only the assignment axiom

for introducing non-propositional structure, which is significantly more limited.

In addition, this style of reasoning allows a clean separation between first-order

interpreted reasoning to justify the premises pi = qi and purely propositional

reasoning to establish that the conclusion p = q follows from the premises.

The PSPACE decision procedure for the equational theory has been imple-

mented by Cohen [27, 26, 28]. Cohen’s approach is to try to reduce a Horn formula

to an equation, then apply the PSPACE decision procedure to verify the resulting

equation automatically. However, this reduction is not always possible.

KAT can also be used to reason about flowchart schemes in an algebraic frame-

work. A flowchart scheme is a vertex-labeled graph that represents an uninter-

preted program. This version of KAT, called schematic KAT (SKAT), was in-

troduced in [4]. The semantics of SKAT coincides with the semantics of flowchart

schemes over a ranked alphabet Σ. A translation to SKAT from a flowchart scheme

is possible by considering the scheme to be a schematic automaton, a generalization

of automata on guarded strings [66]. The equivalence of schematic automata and

SKAT expressions, as well as the soundness of the method for scheme equivalence,

are proven in [4].

Our system, KAT-ML, allows the user to develop a proof interactively in a nat-

ural human style, keeping track of the details of the proof. An unproven theorem

has a number of outstanding tasks in the form of unproven Horn formulas. The

initial task is the theorem itself. The user applies axioms and lemmas to simplify

the tasks, which may introduce new (presumably simpler) tasks. When all tasks
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are discharged, the proof is complete.

As the user applies proof rules, the system constructs a representation of the

proof in the form of a λ-term. The proof term of an unproven theorem has free

task variables corresponding to the undischarged tasks. The completed proof can

be verified and exported to LATEX. The system is based on the publish-cite system

described in the previous chapter.

KAT-ML also has the capability of reasoning at the schematic level. One can

input simple imperative programs, translate them to KAT, and then use propo-

sitional rules and theorems and schematic axioms to reason about the programs.

The formal proof maintained in the system can be regarded as verification of the

code’s behavior. Other extensions of KAT such as von Wright’s refinement algebra

[107] or Kleene algebra with domain of Desharnais et al. [33] could be supported

in the system with few changes.

We have verified formally several known results in the literature, some of which

had previously been verified only by hand, including the KAT translation of the

Hoare partial correctness rules [64], a verification problem involving a Windows

device driver [11], and an intricate scheme equivalence problem [4]. The last is

provided in this chapter as an extended example of the system’s capabilities.

The system is implemented in Standard ML and is easy to install and use.

Source code and executable images for various platforms are available. Several

tutorial examples are also provided. The distribution is available from the KAT-ML

website [1].
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4.1 Preliminary Definitions

4.1.1 Kleene Algebra

Kleene algebra (KA) is the algebra of regular expressions [54, 30]. The axiomatiza-

tion used here is from [62]. A Kleene algebra is an algebraic structure (K, +, ·, ∗, 0, 1)

that satisfies the following axioms:

(p+ q) + r = p+ (q + r) (4.2) (pq)r = p(qr) (4.3)

p+ q = q + p (4.4) p1 = 1p = p (4.5)

p+ 0 = p+ p = p (4.6) 0p = p0 = 0 (4.7)

p(q + r) = pq + pr (4.8) (p+ q)r = pr + qr (4.9)

1 + pp∗ ≤ p∗ (4.10) q + pr ≤ r → p∗q ≤ r (4.11)

1 + p∗p ≤ p∗ (4.12) q + rp ≤ r → qp∗ ≤ r (4.13)

This a universal Horn axiomatization. We use pq to represent p · q. Axioms

(4.2)–(4.9) say that K is an idempotent semiring under +, ·, 0, 1. The adjective

idempotent refers to the axiom p+ p = p (4.6). Axioms (4.10)–(4.13) say that p∗q

is the ≤-least solution to q+ px ≤ x and qp∗ is the ≤-least solution to q+ xp ≤ x,

where ≤ refers to the natural partial order on K defined by p ≤ q
def⇐⇒ p+ q = q.

Standard models include the family of regular sets over a finite alphabet, the

family of binary relations on a set, and the family of n× n matrices over another

Kleene algebra. Other more unusual interpretations include the min,+ algebra,

also known as the tropical semiring, used in shortest path algorithms, and models

consisting of convex polyhedra used in computational geometry.

There are several alternative axiomatizations in the literature, most of them

infinitary. For example, a Kleene algebra is called star-continuous if it satisfies

the infinitary property pq∗r = supn pq
nr. This is equivalent to infinitely many
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equations

pqnr ≤ pq∗r, n ≥ 0 (4.14)

and the infinitary Horn formula

(
∧
n≥0

pqnr ≤ s) → pq∗r ≤ s. (4.15)

All natural models are star-continuous. However, this axiom is much stronger

than the finitary Horn axiomatization given above and would be more difficult to

implement, since it would require meta-rules to handle the induction needed to

establish (4.14) and (4.15).

The completeness result of [62] says that all true identities between regular

expressions interpreted as regular sets of strings are derivable from the axioms.

In other words, the algebra of regular sets of strings over the finite alphabet P is

the free Kleene algebra on generators P. The axioms are also complete for the

equational theory of relational models.

See [62] for a more thorough introduction.

4.1.2 Kleene Algebra with Tests

A Kleene algebra with tests (KAT) [63] is just a Kleene algebra with an embedded

Boolean subalgebra. That is, it is a two-sorted structure (K, B, +, ·, ∗, , 0, 1)

such that

• (K, +, ·, ∗, 0, 1) is a Kleene algebra,

• (B, +, ·, , 0, 1) is a Boolean algebra, and

• B ⊆ K.
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Elements of B are called tests. The Boolean complementation operator is defined

only on tests. In KAT-ML, variables beginning with an upper-case character denote

tests, and those beginning with a lower-case character denote arbitrary Kleene

elements.

The axioms of Boolean algebra are purely equational. In addition to the Kleene

algebra axioms above, tests satisfy the equations

BC = CB BB = B

B + CD = (B + C)(B +D) B + 1 = 1

B + C = B C BC = B + C

B +B = 1 BB = 0

B = B

The while program constructs are encoded as in propositional Dynamic Logic

[37]:

p ; q
def
= pq

if B then p else q
def
= Bp+Bq

while B do p
def
= (Bp)∗B.

The Hoare partial correctness assertion {B} p {C} is expressed as an inequality

Bp ≤ pC, or equivalently as an equation BpC = 0 or Bp = BpC. Intuitively,

BpC = 0 says that there is no execution of p for which the input state satisfies

the precondition B and the output state satisfies the postcondition C, and Bp =

BpC says that the test C is always redundant after the execution of p under

precondition B. The usual Hoare rules translate to universal Horn formulas of

KAT. Under this translation, all Hoare rules are derivable in KAT; indeed, KAT is

deductively complete for relationally valid propositional Hoare-style rules involving

partial correctness assertions [64], whereas propositional Hoare logic is not.
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The following simple example illustrates how equational reasoning with Horn

formulas proceeds in KAT. To illustrate the use of KAT-ML, we will give a mechan-

ical derivation of this proof in Section 4.2.5. The following equations are equivalent

in KAT:

Cp = C (4.16)

Cp+ C = 1 (4.17)

p = Cp+ C (4.18)

Proof. We prove separately the four Horn formulas (4.16) → (4.17), (4.16) →

(4.18), (4.17) → (4.16), and (4.18) → (4.16).

For the first, assume that (4.16) holds. Replace Cp by C on the left-hand side

of (4.17) and use the Boolean algebra axiom C + C = 1.

For the second, assume again that (4.16) holds. Replace the second occurrence

of C on the right-hand side of (4.18) by Cp and use the distributive law Cp+Cp =

(C + C)p, the Boolean algebra axiom C + C = 1, and the multiplicative identity

axiom 1p = p.

Finally, for (4.17) → (4.16) and (4.18) → (4.16), multiply both sides of (4.17)

or (4.18) on the left by C and use distributivity and the Boolean algebra axioms

CC = 0 and CC = C as well as (6) and (7).

2

See [63, 64, 70] for a more detailed introduction to KAT.

4.1.3 Schematic KAT

Schematic KAT (SKAT) is a specialization of KAT involving an augmented syntax

to handle first-order constructs and restricted semantic actions whose intended se-
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mantics coincides with the semantics of first-order flowchart schemes over a ranked

alphabet Σ [4]. Atomic actions are assignment operations x := t, where x is a vari-

able and t is a Σ-term.

Five identities are paramount in proofs using SKAT:

x := s; y := t = y := t[x/s]; x := s (y 6∈ FV (s)) (4.19)

x := s; y := t = x := s; y := t[x/s] (x 6∈ FV (s)) (4.20)

x := s; x := t = x := t[x/s] (4.21)

ϕ[x/t]; x := t = x := t;ϕ (4.22)

x := x = 1 (4.23)

where x and y are distinct variables and FV (s) is the set of variables occurring in

s in (4.19) and (4.20). The notation s[x/t] denotes the result of substituting t for

all occurrences of x in s. As special cases of (4.19) and (4.22), we have

x := s; y := t = y := t; x := s (y 6∈ FV (s), x 6∈ FV (t)) (4.24)

ϕ; x := t = x := t;ϕ (x 6∈ FV (ϕ)) (4.25)

4.2 Description of the System

4.2.1 Rationale for an Independent Implementation

We might have implemented KAT in the context of an existing general-purpose au-

tomated deduction system such as NuPRL, Isabelle, or Coq. In fact, Isabelle has

already been used to reason about Kleene algebra by several researchers. Struth

formalizes Church-Rosser proofs in Kleene algebra and checks them using Isabelle

[103, 102]. Kahl also works in Isabelle to create theories that could be used to

reason about Kleene algebras [51]. He uses the Isar (Intelligible Semi-Automated

Reasoning) language [88, 109, 16] and locales [12] to create and display proofs
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for Kleene algebra and heterogeneous relational algebras. Other proof assistants

such as PCP (Point and Click Proofs) [50] emphasize human interaction in proof

creation over automation. The PCP system is designed with Javascript to run

in a web browser. It facilitates the manual creation of proofs in several algebraic

theories, including KA. The system is geared specifically towards web-based pre-

sentations of proofs in algebra courses, but does not provide any facility for proof

reuse.

We initially considered implementing KAT in the context of NuPRL and MetaPRL

[48] and expended considerable effort in this direction. However, we discovered that

some aspects of these more complex and general systems make them less desirable

for our purposes. Because of their complexity, they tend to have steep learning

curves that make them impractical for novice users who just want to experiment

with KAT by proving a few theorems. Our experience with NuPRL indicated that

installing and learning the system require a level of effort that is prohibitive for all

but the most determined user, and are difficult without expert assistence. More-

over, encoding KAT requires the translation of the primitive KAT constructs into

the (quite different) primitive NuPRL constructs, a task requiring considerable

design effort and orthogonal to our main interest. We were interested in providing

a lighter-weight tool that would appeal to naive users, allowing them to quickly

understand the system and begin proving theorems immediately. Indeed, an early

version of KAT-ML was used successfully by students in an undergraduate course

on automata theory to understand and manipulate regular expressions.

Furthermore, systems such as MetaPRL are meant to be general tools for rea-

soning in several different logics. Because of this generality, it is difficult to take

advantage of the structure of a specialized logic such as KAT in the internal data
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representation. For example, in KAT we know that addition and multiplication

are associative, and we can draw advantage from this fact in the form of more effi-

cient data structures for the representation of terms. In systems such as NuPRL,

associativity is not built in, but must be programmed as axioms. Thus proofs

contain many citations of associativity to rebalance terms, contributing to their

complexity. Similarly, because KAT only deals with universal formulas, most of

the infrastructure for quantifier manipulation can remain implicit.

For a theorem prover whose goal is to automate as many of steps as possible,

these are not serious issues, but if the goal is to faithfully reflect the equational

reasoning style specific to KAT used by humans, they are an undesirable distraction.

4.2.2 Overview of KAT-ML

KAT-ML is an interactive theorem prover for Kleene algebra with tests. It is

written in Standard ML and is available for several platforms. The system has

a command-line interface and a graphical user interface, pictured in Figure 4.1.

A user can create and manage libraries of KAT theorems that can be proved and

cited by name in later proofs. A few standard libraries containing the axioms of

KAT and commonly used lemmas are provided. The system is freely available for

downloading from the project website [1].

KAT-ML maintains a library of proofs that can be used easily, even by novices.

We have used KAT-ML to verify several proofs in the literature, all of which are

explained in detail in the distribution and on the KAT-ML website. KAT-ML has

been used by others, including the author of [97], who installed, learned, and used

the system to prove a theorem for his paper in only a few hours.

At the core of the KAT theorem prover are the commands publish and cite.
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Figure 4.1: KAT-ML main window

Publication is a mechanism for making previous constructions available in an ab-

breviated form. Citation incorporates previously constructed objects in a proof

without having to reconstruct them. All other commands relate to these two in

some way. In contrast to other systems, in which these operations are typically

implemented at the system level, in KAT-ML they are considered part of the un-

derlying proof theory, as described in Chapter 3.

4.2.3 Representation of Proofs

KAT-ML is a constructive logic in which a theorem is regarded as a type and a

proof of that theorem as an object of that type, according to the Curry–Howard

Isomorphism [100]. Proofs are represented as λ-terms abstracted over variables

p, q, . . . and B,C, . . . ranging over individual elements and tests, respectively, and
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variables P0, P1, . . . ranging over proofs. If the proof is not complete, the proof

term also contains free task variables T0, T1, . . . for the undischarged tasks. The

theorem and its proof can be reconstructed from the proof term.

For instance, consider a theorem such a (3.1). Viewed as a type, this theorem

would be realized by a proof term representing a function that takes an arbitrary

substitution for the variables xi and proofs of the premises dj and returns a proof

of the conclusion e. Initially, the proof is represented as the λ-term

λx1 . . . λxm.λP1 . . . λPn.(T P1 · · ·Pn),

where T is a free variable of type d1 → d2 → · · · → dn → e representing the main

task. Publishing the theorem results in the creation of this initial proof term. As

proof rules are applied, the proof term is expanded accordingly. Citing a theorem

α in the proof of another theorem β is equivalent to substituting the proof term

of α for a free task variable in the proof term of β. The proof of α need not be

complete for this to happen; any undischarged tasks of α become undischarged

tasks of β.

4.2.4 Citation

Citations are applied to the current task. One may cite a published theorem with

the command cite or a premise of the current task with the command use.

The system allows two forms of citation, focused and unfocused. In unfocused

citation, the conclusion of the cited theorem is matched with the conclusion of the

current task, giving a substitution of terms for the individual and test variables of

the cited theorem. This substitution is then applied to the premises of the cited

theorem, and the current task is replaced with several new (presumably simpler)
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tasks, one for each premise of the cited theorem. Each specialized premise of the

cited theorem must now be proved under the premises of the original task.

For example, suppose the current task is

T6: p < r, q < r, r;r < r |- p;q + q;p < r

indicating that one must prove the conclusion pq+qp ≤ r under the three premises

p ≤ r, q ≤ r, and rr ≤ r (in the display, the symbol < denotes less-than-or-equal-to

≤ and ; denotes sequential composition). The proof term at this point is

\p,q,r.\P0,P1,P2.(T6 (P0,P1,P2)) (4.26)

(in the display, \ represents λ). This means that T6 should return a proof of

pq + qp ≤ r, given proofs P0, P1, and P2 for the three premises.

An appropriate citation at this point would be the theorem

sup: x < z -> y < z -> x + y < z

The conclusion of sup, namely x + y ≤ z, is matched with the conclusion of the

task T6, giving the substitution x = pq, y = qp, z = r. This substitution is then

applied to the premises of sup, and the old task T6 is replaced by the new tasks

T7: p < r, q < r, r;r < r |- p;q < r

T8: p < r, q < r, r;r < r |- q;p < r

This operation is reflected in the proof term as follows:

\p,q,r.\P0,P1,P2.(sup [x=p;q y=q;p z=r] (T7 (P0,P1,P2),

T8 (P0,P1,P2)))

This new proof term is a function of the same type as (4.26), but its body has been

expanded to reflect the application of the theorem sup. The free task variables T7

and T8 represent the remaining undischarged tasks.
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A premise can be cited with the command use only when the conclusion is

identical to that premise, in which case the corresponding task variable is replaced

with the proof variable of the cited premise.

Focused citation is used to implement the proof rule of substitution of equals

for equals. In focused citation, a subterm of the conclusion of the current task is

specified; this subterm is called the focus. The system provides a set of navigation

commands to allow the user to focus on any subterm. When there is a current

focus, any citation will attempt to match either the left- or the right-hand side

of the conclusion of the cited theorem with the focus, then replace it with the

specialized other side. As with unfocused citation, new tasks are introduced for

the premises of the cited theorem. A corresponding substitution is also made in

the proof term. In the event that multiple substitutions are possible, the system

prompts the user with the available options and applies the one selected.

For example, suppose that the current task is

T0: p;q = 0 |- (p + q)* < q*;p*

The axiom

*R: x;z + y < z -> x*;y < z

would be a good one to cite. However, the system will not allow the citation yet,

since there is nothing to match y. If the task were

T1: p;q = 0 |- (p + q)*;1 < q*;p*

then y would match 1. We can make this change by focusing on the left-hand side

of the conclusion of T0 and citing the axiom

id.R: x;1 = x
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Focusing on the desired subterm gives

T0: p;q = 0 |- (p + q)* < q*;p*

--------

where the focus is underlined. Now citing id.R matches the right-hand side with

the focus and replaces it with the specialized left-hand side of id.R, yielding

T1: p;q = 0 |- (p + q)*;1 < q*;p*

----------

At this point we can apply *R.

Another useful rule is the cut rule. This rule adds a new premise σ to the list of

premises of the current task and adds a second task to prove σ under the original

premises. Starting from the task ϕ1, . . . , ϕn ` ψ, the command cut σ yields the

new tasks

ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, σ ` ψ

ϕ1, . . . , ϕn ` σ.

4.2.5 An Extended Example

The following is an example of the system in use. It illustrates the interactive de-

velopment of the implications (4.16)→(4.17) and (4.18)→(4.16) in the proof from

Section 4.1.2. In the display, ~ represents Boolean negation. The proof demon-

strates basic publication and citation, focus, and navigation. For more examples

of varying complexity, see the Examples directory in the KAT-ML distribution [1].

The command-line interface is used here instead of the graphical user interface for

ease of reading.

>pub C p = C -> C p + ~C = 1

L0: C;p = C -> C;p + ~C = 1

(1 task)

current task:

T0: C;p = C |- C;p + ~C = 1
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>proof

\C,p.\P0.(T0 P0)

current task:

T0: C;p = C |- C;p + ~C = 1

>focus

current task:

T0: C;p = C |- C;p + ~C = 1

C;p + ~C = 1

--------

>down

current task:

T0: C;p = C |- C;p + ~C = 1

C;p + ~C = 1

---

>use A0 l

cite A0

current task:

T1: C;p = C |- C + ~C = 1

C + ~C = 1

-

>unfocus

current task:

T1: C;p = C |- C + ~C = 1

>cite compl+

cite compl+

task completed

no tasks

>proof

\C,p.\P0.(subst [0,0,1] (C;p + ~C = 1)

L P0 (compl+ [B=C]))

no tasks

>pub p = ~C p + C -> C p = C

L3: p = ~C;p + C -> C;p = C (1 task)

current task:

T15: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C

>proof

\C,p.\P3.(T15 P3)

current task:

T15: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C

>focus

current task:

T15: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C

C;p = C

---

>r

current task:

T15: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C

C;p = C

-

>cite id+L r

cite id+L

current task:

T16: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = 0 + C

C;p = 0 + C

-----

>d

current task:

T16: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = 0 + C

C;p = 0 + C

-

>cite annihL r

cite annihL

x=? p

current task:

T17: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = 0;p + C

C;p = 0;p + C

---

>d

current task:

T17: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = 0;p + C

C;p = 0;p + C

-

>cite compl. r

cite compl.

B=? C

current task:

T18: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C;~C;p + C

C;p = C;~C;p + C

----

>u r

current task:

T18: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C;~C;p + C

C;p = C;~C;p + C

-

>cite idemp. r
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cite idemp.

current task:

T19: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C;~C;p + C;C

C;p = C;~C;p + C;C

---

>u

current task:

T19: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C;~C;p + C;C

C;p = C;~C;p + C;C

------------

>cite distrL r

cite distrL

current task:

T20: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C;(~C;p + C)

C;p = C;(~C;p + C)

------------

>unfocus

current task:

T20: p = ~C;p + C |- C;p = C;(~C;p + C)

>cite cong.L

cite cong.L

cite A0

task completed

no tasks

>proof

\C,p.\P3.(subst [1,1] (C;p = C) R

(id+L [x=C])

(subst [1,0,1] (C;p = 0 + C) R

(annihL [x=p]) (subst [1,0,0,1]

(C;p = 0;p + C) R

(compl. [B=C]) (subst [1,1,1]

(C;p = C;~C;p + C) R

(idemp. [B=C]) (subst [1,1]

(C;p = C;~C;p + C;C) R

(distrL [x=C y=~C;p z=C])

(cong.L [x=C y=p z=~C;p + C] P3))))))

no tasks

4.2.6 Heuristics and Reductions

KAT-ML has a set of simple heuristics to aid in proving theorems. It is true that a

PSPACE decision procedure exists for the equational theory of KAT, including the

ability to reduce some Horn formulas to equations, which we could have used to

perform more steps automatically. However, its usefulness is limited. Only certain

forms of premises can be reduced to equations. In fact, the Horn theory of star-

continuous Kleene algebras and relational Kleene algebras is Π1
1-complete [65, 47].

Even limited to premises of the form ab = ba, which express the commutativity

of primitive operations and occur frequently in program equivalence proofs [26],

these theories are undecidable. In general, the decidability of (not necessarily star-

continuous) Kleene algebra with Horn formulas containing premises of this form

is unknown. We decided to focus our attention on more practical heuristics for

KAT-ML.

The heuristics can automatically perform unfocused citation with premises or
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theorems in the library that have no premises (such as reflexivity) that match the

current task. The system also provides a list of suggested citations from the library,

both focused and unfocused, that match the current task and focus. Currently,

the system does not attempt to order the suggestions, but only provides a list of

possible citations.

In addition, KAT-ML has a more complex heuristic system called reductions.

Reductions are sequences of citations of theorems and premises and focus motion

carried out by the system. Reductions are derived from MetaPRL tactics for KAT

[48]. A user can create new reductions, store them, and apply them manually or

automatically. A reduction is enabled if it can be applied to the current task at

the current focus.

The most basic reduction command either cites a theorem or moves the focus.

The former is of the form theorem side, where theorem is the name of a theorem in

the library and side is l or r, indicating which side should be used in the matching

for a focused citation. The command move direction shifts focus left, right, up, or

down, when direction is l, r, u, or d, respectively. The keyword premises, which

is enabled if any of the premises of the current task can be used, is also a basic

reduction.

Reductions can be combined as follows:

red1 + red2 is enabled if either red1 or red2 is enabled

red1 red2 is enabled if red1 is enabled, and after applying red1,

red2 is enabled

(red)∗ is always enabled; it applies red as many times as possible.

There are several other special reductions for testing the result of other reduc-

tions without actually performing them. These reductions do not change the state
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of the current task.

fails [red] is true if red is not enabled

succeeds [red] is true if red is enabled

match [term] is true if the current focus matches the KAT term term.

With the addition of 0 and 1, it is not hard to verify that the language of reductions

itself satisfies the axioms of KAT. The reductions match and succeeds are Boolean

terms and fails has the same effect as the negation operator.

In the system preferences, it is possible to limit the length of time the system

tries to apply reductions or specifically limit the number of times a ∗-reduction is

applied to avoid circularities or nonterminating computations. The user has the

ability to create and manage reductions and their application with the command

reduce.

Reductions are meant to encapsulate common sequences of citations and changes

of focus that would otherwise be done manually. For example, a standard sequence

of citations in KAT uses premises and Boolean commutativity to move a Boolean

term in one direction in a sequence of terms as far as possible, then eliminate it

with idempotence. One could specify this reduction as

((commut. l + premises);move r)*;idemp. l

If the current task were

T6: A;b = b;A, A;c = c;A |- A;b;c;D;A = b;c;D;A

and the current focus were on A;b, the user could use the above reduction sequence

to automatically get the new task

T7: A;b = b;A, A;c = c;A |- b;c;D;A = b;c;D;A
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which can be completed with reflexivity of equality.

While our heuristics are not as extensive as the tactics present in several existing

theorem provers, their simplicity allows them to be created and applied quickly

and easily. We describe a more formal representation of tactics in Chapter 7.

4.2.7 Proof Output and Verification

Once a proof is complete, the system can export it in XML format. There is a sep-

arate postprocessor that translates the XML file to LATEX source, which produces

human-readable output. The exported proof correctly numbers and references as-

sumptions and tasks and prints every step in the proof. With minimal alteration,

one could incorporate the proof in a paper. Examples will be given later.

KAT-ML has a built-in verifier. It checks each step of the proof to make sure

that it is valid and that there are no circularities in the library. The verifier also

exists as a stand-alone program. One could use it to create a central repository

of theorems, uploaded by users and verified by the system so that others could

download and use them. We have created and tested a prototype of such a system.

It is available on the KAT-ML website.

4.2.8 SKAT in KAT-ML

The KAT theorem prover has the ability to parse simple imperative programming

language constructs and translate programs into propositional KAT. One may then

cite the schematic axioms (4.19)–(4.23) to create and use premises automatically

based on schematic properties. The schematic axioms are used only to establish

premises used at the propositional level, where most of the reasoning is done.
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The syntax for the imperative language is:

A ::= N | S | A+ A | A− A | A ∗ A | A / A | A % A | S(L) | (A)

B ::= true | false | A = A | A <= A | A >= A | A > A | A < A | !B

| B && B | B || B | (B)

C ::= S := A | $B | if (B) then {C} else {C} | while (B) do {C} | C;C

Here A, B, and C denote arithmetic expressions, Boolean expressions, and im-

perative commands, respectively. N , S, and L correspond to the natural numbers,

strings, and lists of arithmetic expressions, respectively. The arithmetic operations

are addition (+), subtraction (−), multiplication (∗), division (/), and mod (%).

S(L) represents a function call with a list of arithmetic arguments. For Booleans,

we have standard comparisons for arithmetic expressions (=, <=, >=, <,>) and

the Boolean operators negation (!), conjunction (&&), and disjunction (||). The

operator $B allows one to execute a Boolean expression as an imperative command

or guard. Booleans are programs in KAT, which is very important in the creation

of proofs. The $ is used only to resolve an ambiguity in the grammar. A program

is a statement C.

In the system, all commands related to first-order terms are managed in the

first-order terms window, as seen in Figure 4.2. One can create a new theorem

based on programs entered by the user, with any necessary premises. Upon publi-

cation of a theorem, KAT-ML maintains a translation table for the user, mapping

KAT primitive propositions to assignments and Boolean tests. Once published,

the user can create the proof using any of the applicable propositional axioms and

theorems, as well as the schematic first-order axioms.

If a schematic axiom is cited, the system translates the necessary terms back
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Figure 4.2: KAT-ML first-order window

into the first-order equivalents, matches them with the axiom, checks necessary

preconditions (such as x 6∈ FV (s)), and then replaces the terms with new terms.

If necessary, KAT-ML makes propositions out of newly created first-order terms

and adds them to the translation table. If the system cannot determine one of the

expressions needed in the matching, it prompts the user to fill one in.

The citation of a first-order axiom (4.19)–(4.23) is a shortcut for steps normally

done manually. The system creates a new premise ϕ and performs a cut, thereby

creating two new tasks, one for the original conclusion with ϕ as an additional

premise and one for proving the conclusion ϕ under the original premises. The

system immediately proves the latter by replacing all occurrences of it in the proof

by an application of the first-order axiom.

For example, consider the program x := 5 ; z := x + 7. Assume that the

system already has these assignments translated to propositional terms such that
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a represents x := 5 and b represents z := x + 7. We wish to apply the schematic

axiom (4.19) to the term ab by matching ab with the left-hand side of (4.19).

KAT-ML looks up a and b to find the first-order terms they represent. Next, it

attempts to match the terms with x := s; y := t. It succeeds, matching x with x,

s with 5, y with z, and t with x + 7. The system then checks any necessary

preconditions, in this case that x and z are distinct and that z is not a free variable

of 5. These conditions are true, so the system creates a new term and makes

propositional substitutions.

Now KAT-ML creates a new first-order term representing the right-hand side

of the axiom with the appropriate substitutions made, giving z := 5 + 7 ; x :=

5. The system creates a new primitive proposition c for z := 5 + 7 and translates

the new program to the propositional term ca. Now the system performs a cut

on the equation ab = ca. The first of the two new tasks created is ab = ca. It is

replaced in the proof term by a special construct including the name of the first-

order axiom used and the substitution, thus completing that task. In the other

task, ab is replaced with ca using the new premise.

Sometimes first-order unification does not give a unique substitution. Consider

trying to replace the assignment x := 2 + 5 with x := 2 ; x := x + 5 using (4.21).

The system can match x with x and t[x/s] with 2 + 5, but could choose from

infinitely many possibilities for s. Consequently, the system asks the user to input

the desired value for s, which is 2 in this case.

As a longer example, consider the following proof from [78]. We wish to prove

the following two programs equivalent:
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y := x; x := 2 * x;

y := 2 * y; y := 2 * y;

x := 2 * x y := x

By hand, the proof requires two citations of (4.21) and one citation of (4.19).

When we type the programs into KAT-ML, the system creates new propositions

a,b, and c, corresponding to y := x, y := 2 * y, and x := 2 * x, respectively. The

proof using the system is in Figure 4.3. The command-line interface is used for

ease of reading and movement within the equation is suppressed.

We first focus on ab, which is y := x ; y := 2 * y. We then cite (4.21), matching

with the left-hand side. This matches x with y, s with x, and t with 2 * y. After the

substitution, the right-hand side becomes y := 2 * x, for which the system creates

a new term d and uses the appropriate newly created assumption ab = d. Next,

we move the focus to dc and cite (4.19), matching with the right side. As a result,

we get the new assumption ca = dc, which is used to replace the focused term.

Finally, we want to replace a with ba, so we focus on it and cite (4.21). In this

case, the system matches x with y and t[x/s] with x. However, the system cannot

find a unique substitution for s, so it asks the user to specify it. We want s to

be 2 * y. Finally, we cite reflexivity of equality to complete the proof. Note how

the proof term represents the citation of the schematic axioms as a substitution

specifying the name of the axiom and the propositional term that represents each

statement in the axiom.

The LATEX output generated by the system for this theorem is in Figure 4.4.

Here S1 and S3 refer to axiom (4.19) and (4.21), respectively.
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current task:

T1:

-------------------------

a;b;c = c;b;a

a;b;c = c;b;a

>focus

no premises

current task:

T1:

-------------------------

a;b;c = c;b;a

a;b;c = c;b;a

---

>cite S3 l

cite S3

cite A0

no premises

current task:

T4:

-------------------------

d;c = c;b;a

d;c = c;b;a

---

>cite S1 r

cite S1

cite A0

no premises

current task:

T7:

-------------------------

c;a = c;b;a

c;a = c;b;a

-

>cite S3 r

cite S3

s?2 * y

cite A0

no premises

current task:

T10:

-------------------------

c;b;a = c;b;a

c;b;a = c;b;a

---

>unfocus

no premises

current task:

T10:

-------------------------

c;b;a = c;b;a

c;b;a = c;b;a

>cite ref=

cite ref=

task completed

no tasks

>proof

\b,a,c,d.(subst [0,0,2] (a;b;c = c;b;a) L

(S3 [x := s=a x := t=b x :=t[x/s]=d])

(subst [0,1] (d;c = c;b;a) R

(S1 [y := t[x/s]=d x := s=c

x := s=c y := t=a])

(subst [0,1,1] (c;a = c;b;a) R

(S3 [x := t[x/s]=a x := s=b x := t=a])

(ref= [x=c;b;a]))))

no tasks

Figure 4.3: Proof steps for theorem from [78]
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Theorem 1

a · b · c = c · b · a

where

a = y := x

b = y := (2 ∗ y)

c = x := (2 ∗ x)

d = y := (2 ∗ x)

Proof. By S3, we know that

a · b · c = d · c

By S1, we know that

d · c = c · a

By S3, we know that

c · a = c · b · a

By ref=, the proof is complete. 2

Figure 4.4: Generated LATEX output

4.2.9 A Schematic Example

Paterson presents the problem of proving the equivalence of the schemes in Fig-

ure 4.5. Manna proves the equivalence of the schemes by manipulating the struc-

tures of the graphs themselves [75]. Presented in [4] is a proof of the equivalence of

the two schemes using the axioms of SKAT and algebraic reasoning. With KAT-ML,

the citation of all of the SKAT axioms, with all variable substitutions, is handled
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start

y1 := x

y4 := f(y1)

y1 := f(y1)

y2 := g(y1,y4)

y3 := g(y1,y1)

P(y1)

y1 := f(y3)

P(y4)

P(y2)

y2 := f(y2) P(y3)

z := y2

halt

F T

T

T

T

F

F

F

start

y := f(x)

P(y)

y := g(y,y)loop

P(y)

y := f(f(y)) z := y

halt

Figure 4.5: Schemes S6A and S6E

by the system.

Without the first-order axioms, it is still possible to prove the equivalence of

these schemes. However, it requires that all of the citations of first-order axioms

be determined in advance and added as premises to the theorem. The proof was

completed successfully without the use of schematic axioms, with a total of 46

premises created manually.

While the proof is correct, it does not explain the origin of the premises. This

would be desirable if the proof were distributed and independently verified. With

the first-order level of reasoning, the system creates a special substitution in the
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proof term to indicate that a first-order axiom was cited.

When using the first-order capabilities, we need only five premises, correspond-

ing to the citation of specific lemmas proven in [4]. Once entered and translated

by KAT-ML, the theorem we must prove is in Figure 4.6.

I; n; r; (C; H; p; s)∗; C; i = I; r; (C; H; s)∗; C; i (4.27)

b; c; d; e; f ; (B; d; e; f + B; g; E; e; f + B; g; E; (C; h)∗; C; D; c; d; e; f)∗; B; g; E;

(C; h)∗; C; D; i = b; c; d; e; f ; (B; d; e; f + B; g; E; e; f + B; g; E;

(C; h)∗; C; D; c; d; e; f)∗; B; E; (C; h)∗; C; D; i (4.28)

b; (c; d; t; f ; B; g; (C; h)∗; C; D)∗; c; d; t; f ; (C; h)∗; B; C; D; i =

b; (d; t; f ; B; g; (C; h)∗; C; D)∗; d; t; f ; (C; h)∗; B; C; D; i (4.29)

n; (B; t; f ; C; p; (C; h)∗; C)∗; t; f ; C; (C; h)∗; B; C; i =

n; (B; t; C; p; (C; h)∗; C)∗; t; C; (C; h)∗; B; C; i (4.30)

o; C; u; (C; q; C; u)∗; C; i = j; F ; k; (F ; l; F ; k)∗; F ; m (4.31)

b; c; d; e; f ; (B; d; e; f)∗; B; g; ((E + E; (C; h)∗; C; D; c; d); e; f ; (B; d; e; f)∗; B; g)∗;

E; (C; h)∗; C; D; i = j; F ; k; (F ; l; F ; k)∗; F ; m

Figure 4.6: Scheme equivalence theorem

The statement of the theorem is not meant to be read directly. The user enters

a program at the first-order level. A translation table created by the system, shown

for this example in Figure 4.7, can be used to interpret terms. The translation from

automata to KAT expressions applies a generalized version of Kleene’s theorem, as

described in [4]. The premises (4.27)–(4.31) represent lemmas concerning variable

elimination and renaming. These lemmas use properties of homomorphisms of

KAT expressions, which cannot be handled by the system.

The proof proceeds exactly as in the original paper [4]. We highlight some of

the advantageous uses of the system here.

One task that comes up frequently is of the form a = a(A↔ B), which says that

A and B are equivalent after executing a. For instance, in the scheme equivalence
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B : P(y1) = 1 h : y2 := f(y2)

C : P(y2) = 1 i : z := y2

D : P(y3) = 1 j : y := f(x)

E : P(y4) = 1 k : y := g(y, y)

F : P(y) = 1 l : y := f(f(y))

G : P(f(y1)) = 1 m : z := y

H : P(f(f(y2))) = 1 n : y1 := f(x)

I : P(f(x)) = 1 o : y2 := f(x)

b : y1 := x p : y1 := f(f(y2))

c : y4 := f(y1) q : y2 := f(f(y2))

d : y1 := f(y1) r : y2 := g(f(x), f(x))

e : y2 := g(y1, y4) s : y2 := g(f(f(y2)), f(f(y2)))

f : y3 := g(y1, y1) t : y2 := g(y1, y1)

g : y1 := f(y3) u : y2 := g(y2, y2)

Figure 4.7: Translation table for scheme proof
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problem above, we need to prove that tf = tf(C ↔ D), where

t is y2 := g(y1, y1),

f is y3 := g(y1, y1),

C is P(y2) = 1, and

D is P(y3) = 1.

We represent C ↔ D as (CD + C D). The proof steps are given in Figure 4.2.9.

Changes in focus have been suppressed.

The proof proceeds by using (4.22) and the laws of Boolean algebra. After

citing distributivity, we use (4.22) to commute C and f , which is possible because

y3 6∈ FV (P(y2 = 1)). However, when we apply the axiom to tC, x matches y2,

which is a free variable in the Boolean test. Therefore, y2 is replaced by t, which

is g(y1,y1), creating the new test P(g(y1,y1)) = 1, represented by the new term K.

The other citations of (4.22) are similar to these two.

Once we have the Booleans on the left-hand side of each sequence, we use

Boolean axioms to get the right-hand side of the equality to match the left-hand

side, then cite reflexivity. The proof term (Figure 4.9) reflects our sequence of

citations.

When doing the proof manually, it is easy to conclude that tfC = tfD, which

is the actual step used in the full proof. However, formalizing this equality requires

an additional cut and citations of distributivity and some rules related to Booleans.

Another common task is to commute a term through a star under certain

assumptions:

ab = ba→ ac = ca→ (bc)∗a = a(bc)∗ (4.32)
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t;f = t;f;(C;D + ~C;~D)

t;f = t;f;(C;D + ~C;~D)

-----------------

cite distrL

t;f = t;f;C;D + t;f;~C;~D

---

cite S7

cite A0

t;f = t;C;f;D + t;f;~C;~D

---

cite S7

cite A1

t;f = K;t;f;D + t;f;~C;~D

---

cite S7

cite A2

t;f = K;t;K;f + t;f;~C;~D

---

cite S7

cite A3

t;f = K;K;t;f + t;f;~C;~D

---

cite idemp.

t;f = K;t;f + t;f;~C;~D

----

cite S7

cite A4

t;f = K;t;f + t;~C;f;~D

----

cite S7

cite A5

t;f = K;t;f + ~K;t;f;~D

----

cite S7

cite A6

t;f = K;t;f + ~K;t;~K;f

----

cite S7

cite A7

t;f = K;t;f + ~K;~K;t;f

-----

cite idemp.

t;f = K;t;f + ~K;t;f

--------------

cite distrR

t;f = (K + ~K);t;f

--------

cite compl+

t;f = 1;t;f

-----

cite id.L

t;f = t;f

---

t;f = t;f

cite ref=

task completed

Figure 4.8: Proof steps for tf = tf(C ↔ D)

To prove this task, we first need antisymmetry,

x ≤ y → y ≤ x→ x = y

Antisymmetry follows from transitivity, symmetry, and the definition of ≤. Once
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\t,f,C,D,K.(subst [1,1] (t;f = t;f;(C;D + ~C;~D)) L (distrL [x=t;f y=C;D z=~C;~D])

(subst [1,0,1,2] (t;f = t;f;C;D + t;f;~C;~D) R (S7 [x := t=f &phi[x//t]=C x := t=f])

(subst [1,0,0,2] (t;f = t;C;f;D + t;f;~C;~D) R (S7 [x := t=t &phi[x//t]=K x := t=t])

(subst [1,0,2,2] (t;f = K;t;f;D + t;f;~C;~D) R (S7 [x := t=f &phi[x//t]=K x := t=f])

(subst [1,0,1,2] (t;f = K;t;K;f + t;f;~C;~D) R (S7 [x := t=t &phi[x//t]=K x := t=t])

(subst [1,0,0,2] (t;f = K;K;t;f + t;f;~C;~D) L (idemp. [B=K])

(subst [1,1,1,2] (t;f = K;t;f + t;f;~C;~D) R (S7 [x := t=f &phi[x//t]=~C x := t=f])

(subst [1,1,0,2] (t;f = K;t;f + t;~C;f;~D) R (S7 [x := t=t &phi[x//t]=~K x := t=t])

(subst [1,1,2,2] (t;f = K;t;f + ~K;t;f;~D) R (S7 [x := t=f &phi[x//t]=~K x := t=f])

(subst [1,1,1,2] (t;f = K;t;f + ~K;t;~K;f) R (S7 [x := t=t &phi[x//t]=~K x := t=t])

(subst [1,1,0,2] (t;f = K;t;f + ~K;~K;t;f) L (idemp. [B=~K])

(subst [1,1] (t;f = K;t;f + ~K;t;f) R (distrR [x=K y=~K z=t;f])

(subst [1,0,1] (t;f = (K + ~K);t;f) L (compl+ [B=K])

(subst [1,1] (t;f = 1;t;f) L (id.L [x=t;f]) (ref= [x=t;f])))))))))))))))

Figure 4.9: Proof term for tf = tf(C ↔ D)

we have antisymmetry, it suffices to show

(bc)∗a ≤ a(bc)∗

a(bc)∗ ≤ (bc)∗a

for proving (4.32). The proof steps for (4.33) are in Figure 4.10. The proof for

(4.33) is similar. Since the task (4.32) is completely propositional in nature, we

store it in the library as a separate theorem that we cite 13 times in the scheme

equivalence proof.

The complete proof includes more than 50 proven tasks. When exported to

LATEX, the proof is 41 pages, compared to the 9 pages of the original, hand-

constructed proof. The increased size is not unreasonable, given that it is a com-

pletely formal, mechanically developed and verified proof of one of Manna’s most

difficult examples.

4.3 Conclusions

We have described an interactive theorem prover for Kleene algebra with tests

(KAT) that has as its formal basis the publication-citation system described in
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(b;c)*;a < a;(b;c)*

cite *R

b;c;a;(b;c)* + a < a;(b;c)*

---

cite A1

b;a;c;(b;c)* + a < a;(b;c)*

---

cite A0

a;b;c;(b;c)* + a < a;(b;c)*

-

cite id.R

a;b;c;(b;c)* + a;1 < a;(b;c)*

------------------

cite distrL

a;(b;c;(b;c)* + 1) < a;(b;c)*

----------------

cite commut+

a;(1 + b;c;(b;c)*) < a;(b;c)*

----------------

cite unwindL

a;(b;c)* < a;(b;c)*

cite =<

a;(b;c)* = a;(b;c)*

cite ref=

task completed

Figure 4.10: Proof steps for (bc)∗a ≤ a(bc)∗

Chapter 3. The system provides an intuitive interface with simple commands that

allow a user to learn the system quickly. We feel that the most interesting part of

this work is not the particular data structures or algorithms we have chosen—these

are fairly standard—but rather the design of the mode of interaction between the

user and the system. We discuss theorem prover user interfaces in more detail in

Chapter 6.

Our main goal was not to automate as much of the reasoning process as possible,

but rather to provide support to the user for developing proofs in a natural human

style, similar to proofs in KAT found in the literature. KAT is naturally equational,

and equational reasoning pervades every aspect of reasoning with KAT. Our system

is true to that style. The user can introduce self-evident equational premises

describing the interaction of atomic programs and tests using SKAT and reason
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under those assumptions to derive the equivalence of more complicated programs.

The system performs low-level reasoning and bookkeeping tasks and facilitates

sharing of theorems using a proof-theoretic library mechanism, but it is up to

the user to develop the main proof strategies. Ultimately, KAT-ML could provide

a user-friendly and mathematically sound apparatus for interactive code analysis

and verification.



Chapter 5

Hierarchical Math Library Organization
In the scheme equivalence proof in Section 4.2.9, we published the formula (4.32)

as a separate theorem in the library. While the theorem is relatively general, it has

only been used as a lemma in the context of this larger scheme equivalence proof.

Therefore, we may wish to limit its scope to establish its relationship to the entire

theorem in the same way one would limit the scope of locally used variables in a

program.

The relationship between theorems and lemmas in mathematical reasoning is

often vague. What makes a statement a lemma, but not a theorem? One might say

that a theorem is “more important,” but what does it mean for one statement to

be “more important” than another? When writing a proof for a theorem, we often

create lemmas as a way to break down the complex proof, so perhaps we expect

the proofs of lemmas to be shorter than the proofs of theorems. We also create

lemmas when we have a statement that we do not expect to last in readers’ minds,

i.e., it is not the primary result of our work. The way we make these decisions

while reasoning provides an inherent hierarchical structure to the set of statements

we prove. However, no formal system exists that explicitly organizes proofs into

this hierarchy.

Theorem provers such as Coq [105], NuPRL [71], Isabelle [108], and PVS [89]

provide the ability to create lemmas. But their library structures are flat, and no

formal distinction exists between lemmas and theorems. Any notion of scoping is

only rudimentary in the form of modules, as described in Section 2.2.3. The reasons

to distinguish lemmas from theorems in these systems is the same as the reasons

82
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in papers: to ascribe various levels of importance and to introduce dependency or

scoping relationships.

We seek to formalize these notions and provide a proof-theoretic means by

which to organize a set of proofs in a hierarchical fashion that reflects this natural

structure. Our thesis is that the qualitative difference between theorems and lem-

mas is in their scope. Scope already applies to mathematical notation. Never in

a paper would one need to define the representation of a set ({. . .}) nor operators

such as union and intersection. Set notation is standard, thus has a global scope

that applies to any proof. However, one often defines operators that are only used

for a single paper; the author does not intend for the notation to exist in other

papers with the same meaning without being defined again. Similarly, a theorem

is a statement that can be used in any other proof. Its scope is global, just as set

notation. A lemma is a statement with a local scope limited to a particular set of

proofs. We want a system that represents and manipulates scope formally through

the structure of the library of proofs.

In this chapter, we provide a representation that allows us to formalize the

scoping of theorems, variables, and assumptions. The ability to create and manage

complex scoping and dependency relationships among proofs will allow systems

for formalized mathematics to more accurately reflect the natural structure of

mathematical knowledge.

5.1 A Motivating Example

Consider reasoning about a Boolean algebra as in Section 3.3. Suppose we wanted

to prove the following elementary fact:

∀a∀b∀c∀z. a = b → a = c → z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c) (5.1)
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Here is how a proof might go. First, we could prove a lemma

∀x∀y∀z. x = y → z∨(x∧x) = z∨(x∧y) (5.2)

Using a = b and a = c from the statement of our theorem, we could apply the

lemma under the substitutions [x/a, y/b, z/z] and [x/a, y/c, z/z] to deduce

z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧b) (5.3)

z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧c) (5.4)

Next, we know from applying symmetry to (5.3) that

z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧a) (5.5)

Finally we conclude from transitivity, (5.3), and (5.5) that

z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c)

which is what our theorem states.

We may decide that (5.2) does not apply to theorems other than (5.1), and

consequently, should only have a scope limited to the proof of (5.1). Our repre-

sentation of proofs makes explicit the limited scope of (5.2).

Another important observation is that in all places we use (5.2), the variable

z from (5.1) is always used for the variable z in the lemma. We may wish not to

universally quantify z for both (5.1) and (5.2) individually, but instead universally

quantify z once and for all so that it can be used by both proofs:

∀z. ∀a∀b∀c. a = b → a = c → z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c)

and ∀x∀y. x = y → z∨(x∧x) = z∨(x∧y) (5.6)

Moving the quantifier for z looks like a simple task, applying the first order

logic rule

(∀z.ϕ)∧(∀z.ψ) ≡ ∀z.(ϕ∧ψ)
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However, the proof of the lemma itself must also change, as must any proof that

is dependent on this lemma.

Although either version of the lemma can be used to prove the theorem, note

that their meanings are subtly different because of the placement of the quantifi-

cation. Placing a separate quantification of z as in (5.2) makes the lemma read:

“Lemma 1: For all x, y, and z,...” In this case, z is a variable in the lemma for

which we expect there to be a substitution whenever the lemma is used in a proof.

Using one quantification for both the theorem and the lemma as in (5.6) makes

the lemma read: “Let z be an arbitrary, but fixed boolean value. Lemma 1: For

all x and y...” In this case, z is a fixed constant for the lemma.

In this simple example, using (5.2) or (5.6) does not matter. However, in

other cases, the choices made for quantification may reflect a general style in one’s

proofs. One may like lemmas to be as general as possible, universally quantifying

any variables that appear in the lemma and relying on no constants. On the other

hand, one may want to make lemmas as specific as possible, applying only in a

select few proofs in order to minimize the number of quantifications. We want to

capture this subtle difference formally in our representation of proofs in order to

allow the user to choose the representation that best fits the intended meaning.

5.2 Proof Representation

In Chapter 3, a library of theorems is represented as a flat list of proof terms. All

of the theorems have global scope, i.e., they are able to be cited in any other proof

in the library. In this chapter, we use the word “theorem” to mean a theorem,

lemma, or axiom.

The goal of this chapter is to provide a scoping discipline so that naming and
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using variables can be localized. The proof term itself should tell us in which proofs

we can use a lemma. We use a construct similar to the SML let expression, which

limits the scope of variables in the same way we wish to limit the scope of lemmas.

In order to represent theorems in a hierarchical fashion, we add two kinds of

proof terms to those in Section 3.2:

• a sequence τ1; . . . ; τn, where τ1, . . . , τn are proof terms. This allows several

proofs to use the same lemmas. Sequences cannot occur inside applications.

• an expression let L1 = τ1 . . . Ln = τn in τ end. This term is meant to express

the definition of a set of lemmas for use in a proof term τ . The τi are proof

terms, each bound to an identifier Li. With the existence of the sequences,

each τi may define the proof for more than one lemma. The identifiers Li

are arrays, where the jth element, denoted Li[j], is the name of the lemma

corresponding to the jth proof in τi not bound to a name in τi, denoted τi[j].

The let expression binds names to the proofs and limits their scope to proof

terms that appear later in the let expression. In other words, a lemma Li[j]

can appear in any proof τk, k > i, or in τ . The name of a lemma has the same

type as the proof to which it corresponds. This scoping discipline for lemmas

corresponds exactly to the variable scoping used in SML let expressions.

These new rules have corresponding typing rules, in Figure 5.1.

The rule for a sequence of proof terms is relatively straightforward; the type

of a sequence is the conjunction of the types of the proof terms in the sequence.

The typing rule for the let expression is based on the scoping of the proofs. We

must be able to prove that each proof τk has type ϕk under the assumption that

all variables Li, i < k have the type ϕi, where τi is assigned to Li. Finally, we must
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Γ ` τ1 : ϕ1 . . . Γ ` τn : ϕn

Γ ` τ1; . . . ; τn : ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn

Γ ` τ1 : ϕ1

Γ, L1 : ϕ1 ` τ2 : ϕ2

. . .

Γ, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln−1 : ϕn−1 ` τn : ϕn

Γ, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ϕn ` τ : ϕ

Γ ` let L1 = τ1 . . . Ln = τn in τ end : ϕ

Figure 5.1: Typing rules for proof terms

be able to prove that τ has the type ϕ under the assumption that every Li has

type ϕi.

As an example, we represent the proofs of (5.1) and (5.2) as

thm = (5.7)

let lem = λxλyλzλp.(Proof of lemma)

in

λaλbλcλzλqλr.trans (sym (lem q)) (lem r)

end

where thm is the name assigned to (5.1) and lem is the name assigned to (5.2). For

ease of reading, we have omitted the applications of proof terms to individual terms,

which represent the substitution for individual variables. The proof variables p, q,

and r are proofs of type x = y, a = b, and a = c, respectively.

If we choose to universally quantify z only once as in (5.6), we represent the
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proof as

thm = (5.8)

λz.let lem = λxλyλp.(Proof of lemma)

in

λaλbλcλqλr.trans (sym (lem q)) (lem r)

end

As we can see, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the positions of λ-

abstractions and where individual variables are universally quantified. We formally

develop the proof terms for thm and lem in Section 5.6.

It is interesting to note that we take the let construct to be primitive in our

proof term language. An alternative approach would have been to translate in a

standard way, i.e.

let L = π in τ end ≡ (λL.τ)π

In order to allow such a translation, we would have had to allow abstractions over

arbitrary formulas instead of only equations. In fact, such an approach will be

useful in Chapter 7 when we look at tactics. For the purposes of local theorem

scoping, there is a subtle difference between making the let expression primitive

and translating it to an application of a λ-abstraction. The former provides a

specific proof for a theorems and binds them to names used in the body of the

let expression. The latter replaces all occurrences of the theorem name with a

proof of the theorem itself, thus creating a specialized version of the proof through

β-reduction.

One of the primary goals set forth in Chapter 3 was to use a library with named

theorems in order to avoid β-reduction so that we could keep track of the reuse of
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theorems. Using a primitive let expression allows us to stay true to that goal.

From the perspective of presentation, the two approaches are different. Con-

sider a let expression

let L = π : ϕ in τ : ψ end

The primitive let is equivalent to giveing ϕ the name L, proving it via π, and then

proving ψ via τ with references to L. The translation ((λL : ϕ.τ)π) : ψ would be

equivalent to saying that one can prove ψ via τ given a proof of ϕ. The proof of

ϕ provided in this case is π, although we could choose to provide any proof with

the type ϕ.

5.3 Proof Rules

We provide several rules for creating and manipulating proofs. The rules allow one

to build proofs constructively. They manipulate a structure of the form L; C; T,

where

• L is the library of theorems, T1 = π1, . . . , Tn = πn, where Ti is an array of

identifiers with the jth element denoted Ti[j], naming the jth proof in πi,

denoted πi[j],

• C is the list of lemmas currently in scope, L1 = τ1, . . . , Lm = τm, with

components defined as they are for L, and

• T is a list of annotated proof tasks of the form A ` π : ϕ, where A is a set of

assumptions, π is a proof term, and ϕ is an unquantified Horn formula.

In these rules, we use the following notational conventions:

• α and β are proof variables or individual variables.
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• X is a set of elements {X1, . . . , Xn}, where Xi can be an individual variable

or a proof variable.

• T = π binds a proof term π to an identifier T . The term π may define the

proof for more than one theorem. Therefore, the identifier T is an array,

where the jth element, denoted T [j], is the name of the theorem correspond-

ing to the jth proof in π not bound to a name in π, denoted π[j].

• T = π is a sequence of bindings T1 = π1, . . . , Tn = πn.

• T : ϕ is a sequence of type bindings T1 : ϕ1, . . . , Tn : ϕn.

• π[x/t] means for all i, replace element xi ∈ x in π with ti ∈ t.

• Given a binding T = π, X[T/π] means for all i, replace T [i] with π[i] in X,

where X is a proof term, a list of theorems, or a list of proof tasks.

• For a proof term π, a sequence of identifiers T = T1 . . . Tn, and a variable

α, π[T/T α] means for all i and j, replace Ti[j] with Ti[j] α, where juxta-

position represents functional application. We use π[T α/T ] to denote this

substitution in the other direction.

• Given a binding T = . . . λαiλαj . . . π, C[T (i, j)/T (j, i)] means for all k, swap

the ith and jth term or proof to which T [k] is applied in C.

• FV (ϕ) is the set of free individual variables in the Horn formula ϕ.

The structure L; C; T must also be well typed, according to the rules in Fig-

ure 5.2. The typing rules enforce an order on the list of theorems and lemmas.

The rules look very similar to the rules for the let expression.
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Γ ` π1 : ϕ1

Γ, T1 : ϕ1 ` π2 : ϕ2

. . .

Γ, T1 : ϕ1, . . . , Tn−1 : ϕn−1 ` πn : ϕn

Γ ` T = π : ϕ1 → . . .→ ϕn

Γ ` T = π : ϕT1 → · · · → ϕTn

Γ, T : ϕT ` L = τ : ϕL1 → · · · → ϕLm

Γ, T : ϕT , L : ϕL ` T : ψ

Γ ` T = π;L = τ ; T : ϕT1 → · · · → ϕTn → ϕL1 → · · · → ϕLm → ψ

Figure 5.2: Typing rules for proof library

The proof rules fit into two categories: rules that manipulate the proof tasks

and rules that manipulate the structure of proof terms that appear in C.

5.3.1 Rules for Manipulating Proof Tasks

The first set of rules is in Figure 5.3. These first four rules are very similar to the

ones in Chapter 3. Rules dealing with the manipulation of the proof library are in

Figure 5.4. Note that the (reorder) rule has a side condition (∗) explained below.

The (collect) rule works on a set of tasks with no further assumptions, i.e.,

tasks with completed proofs. The rule

1. gives the collection of the tasks a new name L that does not appear in the

library or the current list of lemmas,

2. forms the universal closures of the ϕis and the corresponding λ-closures of
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(assume)
L ; C ; T, A ` τ : e

L ; C ; T, A, p : d ` τ : e

(ident)
L ; C ; T

L ; C ; T, p : e ` p : e

(mp)
L ; C ; T, A ` π : e→ ϕ A ` τ : e

L ; C ; T, A ` π τ : ϕ

(discharge)
L ; C ; T, A, p : e ` τ : ϕ

L ; C ; T, A ` λp.τ : e→ ϕ

Figure 5.3: Rules for manipulating proof tasks

the τis, and

3. moves the proofs to the list of lemmas currently in scope.

Any lemmas that were in scope for the proof tasks are explicitly made lemmas

with the let statement. These lemmas are no longer immediately available to proof

tasks. However, one can access a lemma moved into a let by using the (promote)

rule. If no lemmas currently exist, a let expression is not created and instead the

name L is bound to the λ-closures of the τis.

The (publish) rule moves the current lemmas to the library, at which point

they become theorems.

The (tcite) rule is the elimination rule for the universal quantifier for theorems

in the library. This rule specializes the theorem with a given substitution [x/t]. It

is important to note that the proof πi[j] of Ti[j] is not copied into the proof tasks.

As in Section 3.2, the name of the theorem serves as a citation token, with the

same type as the proof itself. The (lcite) rule does the same for lemmas from C.
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(collect)

L ; M = π ; ` τ1 : ϕ1 . . . ` τn : ϕn

L ; L = let M = π

in λx1.τ1; . . . ;λxn.τn end

; xi = FV (ϕi)

(publish)
L ; L = τ ;

L, L = τ ; ;

(tcite)
L1, T = π,L2 ; C ; T

L1, T = π,L2 ; C ; T, ` T [j] t : ϕ[x/t]
T [j] : ∀x.ϕ

(lcite)
L ; C1, L = π,C2 ; T

L ; C1, L = π,C2 ; T, ` L[j] t : ϕ[x/t]
L[j] : ∀x.ϕ

(tforget)
L1, T = π,L2 ; C ; T

L1,L2[T/π] ; C[T/π] ; T[T/π]

(lforget)
L ; C1, L = π,C2 ; T

L ; C1,C2[L/π] ; T[L/π]

(promote)
L ; L1, L = let M = τ in π end,L2 ;

L ; L1,M = τ , L = π,L2 ;

(reorder)
L ; C1, L = λα1 . . . λαiλαj . . . λn.π,C2 ;

L ; C1, L = λα1 . . . λαjλαi . . . λn.π,C2[L(i, j)/L(j, i)] ;
(∗)

Figure 5.4: Rules for manipulating the proof library

The (tforget) rule removes all citations of the forgotten theorems and replaces

them with the proofs of the theorems. All citations of the theorems T [1], . . . , T [n]

are replaced with a specialized version of the corresponding proof π[1], . . . , π[n].

The (lforget) rule does the same for lemmas in C.

The (promote) rule moves a set of lemmas from inside a let expression to the
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list of lemmas currently in scope. This makes these lemmas again available to be

cited.

The (reorder) rule changes the order of abstractions in a proof term. Corre-

spondingly, citations of any lemmas defined by that proof term must be changed

to have the order of their applications changed. The condition (∗) is that if αi

is an individual variable and αj is a proof variable with type ϕ, then αi does not

occur anywhere in ϕ. If αi did occur in ϕ and we performed (reorder), ϕ would

contain an unbound variable.

5.3.2 Rules for Manipulating Proof Terms

The set of rules for manipulating proof terms that appear in C is in Figure 5.5.

These rules do not change any proofs of theorems currently in scope for the proof

tasks, so we know that any changes in proofs do not have to be reflected in the

current tasks. Some of these rules have side conditions, which are marked with a

symbol in (·) and explained below.

The (push) rule moves an abstraction from the front of a sequence to each proof

in the sequence. This rule does not change the types of the proofs; it only duplicates

λα. One would anticipate using this rule after performing a (generalize).

The (pull) rule is the inverse of the (push) rule. It moves an abstraction from

the front of every proof in a sequence to the front of the entire sequence. This rule

would most likely be used before a (specialize).

The (generalize) rule moves an abstraction from the outside of a let statement

to each proof term in the list of defined lemmas and to the proof term τ . This does

not change any theorem whose proof is in τ . The proofs and types of the lemmas

L do change, because they are now abstracted over another variable.
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(push)
λα.(π1; . . . ; πn)

λα.π1; . . . ;λα.πn

(pull)
λα.π1; . . . ;λα.πn

λα.(π1; . . . ; πn)

(generalize)
λα.let L = π in τ end

let L = λα.π[L/L α] in λα.τ [L/L α] end

(specialize)
let L = λα.π in λα.τ end

λα.let L = π[L α/L] in τ [L α/L] end
(∗∗)

(split)
let L = πL,M = πM in τ end

let L = πL in let M = πM in τ end end

(merge)
let L = πL in let M = πM in τ end end

let L = πL,M = πM in τ end

(rename)
λα.π

λβ.π[α/β]
(#)

Figure 5.5: Rules for manipulating proof terms in C

Correspondingly, we have to change any citations of the lemmas. From the

scoping discipline, we know exactly where these citations can be: in the proofs of

the lemmas, π, or in the proof τ . Before performing (generalize), all the lemmas

and τ referred to the same α. Now, the first abstraction for any of the lemmas is

over α. Consequently, any citation of the lemmas must be changed to have the first

application be to a term that matches α explicitly. Since all of the proofs referred

to the same α before the operation, we can simply use the α in the applications

and replace all occurrences of Li[j] with Li[j] α.
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The types of the Lis and πis also change. If α is an individual variable, we add

another universal quantification to the front of the type. If α is a proof variable,

we add another implication, corresponding to a premise.

The (specialize) rule does the opposite of (generalize). A variable that was

universally quantified for the lemmas L now becomes a constant for them when

we move α to the outside of the let. As stated, the rule requires λα to precede

every proof π. This is not actually a requirement for correctness, but it makes

stating the side condition easier. The side condition (∗∗) is that any citation of

a lemma Li[j] is of the form Li[j] α. In other words, the same variable used in

the λ-abstraction for the lemma must be the first variable to which the lemma is

applied. Otherwise, the proof may no longer be correct, since another term used in

the place of α may have different assumptions than those of α. Given this condition

and the scoping discipline, we know exactly which citations need to change: those

of the form Li[j] α that appear in the πis or in τ .

The (split) rule takes a list of lemma definitions and separates them into two

sets of definitions, one in the same place and one nested in a new let expression

within the in part of the original let. The proofs of the lemmas do not change at

all, so no citations need to change. The (merge) rule is the inverse of the (split)

rule.

The (rename) rule changes the name of a single variable. The side condition

(#) is that the new name β must not occur anywhere in π. This corresponds to

α-conversion.

Soundness for the proof system requires that a sequence of applications of the

rules transforms a proof term of a type ϕ into a new proof term of a type ψ that

is equivalent modulo first-order equivalence. Let π ⇒ τ mean that the proof term
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τ is derivable from π using our proof rules in one step.

Theorem 5.1 If π ⇒ τ and Γ ` π : ϕ, then Γ ` τ : ψ, where ϕ and ψ are

equivalent modulo first-order equivalence.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the proof terms. It can be found in

Appendix A. 2

5.4 A Tree Structure Represention of Proof Terms

The structure we have presented thus far provides a formal representation for

theorems and proofs that a theorem prover could use as its internal representation

of a proof library. However, the relationships between theorems, assumptions, and

variables may not be clear when presented to an end user, particularly for a large

library. Given the importance we place on usability, it is necessary to have a

representation we can present to individuals that gives an intuitive understanding

of the library structure.

Fortunately, there is a natural correspondence between our proof terms and a

nested tree structure that makes the relationships between theorems, assumptions,

and variables obvious. A nested tree is a tree in which nodes may themselves

represent trees. A proof tree is a nested tree that represents a library of theorems.

A proof tree contains two kinds of nodes:

• Proof nodes are leaf nodes that contain proof terms π : e, where π is a proof

term not containing any let expressions or sequences and e is an equation.

• Collection nodes are internal nodes that contain a list of names L and a

proof tree T , where L is the list of lemmas whose proofs are represented in
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T . Element i of L is the name given to the theorem represented by leaf node

i in an in-order traversal of T . The proof tree T is considered to be rooted

at the collection node that contains it.

Figure 5.6 provides a one-to-one correspondence between proof terms and proof

trees. A parabola containing a proof term τ indicates that τ is recursively examined

and converted to a proof tree. An ellipse containing a proof term τ indicates τ

should be put inside a proof node as is.

For a proof term with several λ-abstractions in immediate succession, we rep-

resent the abstractions on a single edge. We represent a library of theorems as

a collection node call the library node. The names in the list in this collection

node correspond to theorems; any names in collection nodes inside this node are

lemmas. There is a proof node for every theorem or lemma in the library node.

The proof of theorem is formed by following a path from the root of a proof

tree to a proof node P , collecting abstractions on the edges along the path and

using as the body the proof in P . Any collection nodes encountered along the way

are turned int let expressions. Abstractions that are on the path starting at the

library node and going to the collection node containing P are constants for the

proof.

As an example, we can represent the proof terms (5.7) and (5.8) as the trees

in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, respectively.

5.5 Proof Term Manipulations on Trees

Our proof term rules in Figure 5.5, as well as the (promote) rule from Figure 5.3,

can be viewed as alterations made to proof trees. These manipulations include

moving edge labels, changing edges between nodes, and moving subtrees in and
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• a variable p ∈ P

�

• a constant c

�

• π τ

�

• π t

�

• λx.τ

• λp.τ

• let x1, ..., xn = τ1, ..., τn in π end

� � �

� � � � � � � � � � �

�

• π1; . . . ; πn

� � �

Figure 5.6: Translation between proof terms and proof trees
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[lem]

!x!y!z!p

Proof of lemma

trans (sym (lem q)) (lem r)

[thm]

!a!b!c!z!q!r

Figure 5.7: (5.7) as a proof tree

[lem]

Proof of lemma

trans (sym (lem q)) (lem r)

[thm]

!a!b!c!q!r

!x!y!p

!z

Figure 5.8: (5.8) as a proof tree

out of collection nodes. The tree manipulations corresponding to the proof rules

are given in Figures 5.9-5.12. Changes are highlighted in red.

5.6 A Constructive Example

To demonstrate the use of the proof rules, we develop the proofs of (5.2) and (5.1).

We use the axioms presented in Section 3.3. Until we need them, we omit both L

and C for readability. We also omit term substitutions when performing cites.
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!

!1

[L1, L2]

[T]

!2

!x

!z!y

!

!1

[L1]

[L2, T]

!2

!x

!z

!y

(promote)

Figure 5.9: (promote) as a tree manipulaiton

(push)

!1 !2

[T1, T2]

!x !x

!1 !2

[T1, T2]
!x

(pull)

!1 !2

[T1, T2]
!x

!1 !2

[T1, T2]

!x!x

Figure 5.10: (push) and (pull) as tree manipulaitons
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!

!1

[L1, L2]

[T]

!2

[L1, L2]

[T]
!x

!1

(generalize)

(specialize)

!

!1

[L1, L2]

[T]

!2

!x

[L1, L2]

[T]
!x

!1

!p!p

!p

!x!p

!2[L1/L1 p]

![Li/Li p]

![Li p/Li]

!2[L1 p/L1]

!p

!p !p

!p

Figure 5.11: (generalize) and (specialize) as tree manipulaitons
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!

!1

[L1]

[T]
!x

[L2]

!2

(merge)

!

!1

[L1]

[T]
!x

[L2]

!2

(split)

!

!1

[L1, L2]

[T]

!2

!x

!

!1

[L1, L2]

[T]

!2

!x

Figure 5.12: (split) and (merge) as tree manipulaitons
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First, we prove the lemma. By (ident), we have

p : x = y ` p : x = y (5.9)

We use (tcite) with the substitutions [x/x, y/y, z/x] and (assume) to add

p : x = y ` cong∧ : x = y → (x∧x) = (x∧y) (5.10)

Applying (mp) to (5.9) and (5.10) gives

p : x = y ` cong∧ p : (x∧x) = (x∧y) (5.11)

We use (tcite) with the substitutions [x/x∧x, y/x∧y, z/z] and (assume) to add

p : x = y ` cong∨ : (x∧x) = (x∧y) → z∨(x∧x) = z∨(x∧y) (5.12)

Applying (mp) to (5.11) and (5.12) gives

p : x = y ` cong∨ cong∧ p : z∨(x∧x) = z∨(x∧y) (5.13)

Now we apply (discharge) to (5.13) to get

` λp.cong∨ cong∧ p : x = y → z∨(x∧x) = z∨(x∧y) (5.14)

We can use the (collect) rule to add (5.14) to our current term, given it the name

lem. Our entire state is

L; lem = λxλyλzλp.cong∨ cong∧ p : ∀x, y, z.x = y → z∨(x∧x) = z∨(x∧y);

Now we start on the proof of the theorem. First we use (ident) to add the task

q : a = b ` q : a = b (5.15)

Next, we use (lcite) with the substitutions [x/a, y/b, z/z] and (assume) to get

our lemma from the current term

q : a = b ` lem : a = b → z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧b) (5.16)
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Applying (mp) to (5.15) and (5.16) gives

q : a = b ` lem q : z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧b) (5.17)

We now use (cite) with the substitutions [x/z∨(a∧a), y/z∨(a∧b)] and (assume)

to introduce

q : a = b ` sym : z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧b) → z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧a) (5.18)

Applying (mp) to (5.17) and (5.18) gives

q : a = b ` sym (lem q) : z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧a) (5.19)

Next, we use (ident) to introduce

r : a = c ` r : a = c (5.20)

Next, we use (lcite) with the substitutions [x/a, y/c, z/z] and (assume) to get

our lemma from the current term again

r : a = c ` lem : a = c → z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧c) (5.21)

Applying (mp) to (5.20) and (5.21) gives

r : a = c ` lem r : z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧c) (5.22)

Applying (tcite) with the substitutions [x/z∨(a∧b), y/z∨(a∧a), z/z∨(a∧c)] allows

us to add

` trans : z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧a) → z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧c) → z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c) (5.23)

Applying (assume) to (5.19), (5.22), and (5.23) gives

q : a = b, r : a = c ` sym (lem q) : z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧a) (5.24)

q : a = b, r : a = c ` lem r : z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧c) (5.25)

q : a = b, r : a = c ` trans : (a∧b) = z∨(a∧a) (5.26)

→ z∨(a∧a) = z∨(a∧c) → z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c)
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Two applications of (mp) using (5.24), (5.25), and (5.26) gives

q : a = b, r : a = c ` trans (sym (lem q)) (lem r) : z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c) (5.27)

We use (discharge) on each assumption in (5.27) to get

` λq.λr.trans (sym (lem q)) (lem r) : a = b → a = c → z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c) (5.28)

We can use the (collect) rule to add (5.28) to our current term, give it the name

thm, and make lem a lemma by introducing a let expression. Our new C term is

thm =

let lem = λxλyλzλp.cong∨ cong∧ p : ∀x, y, z.x = y → z∨(x∧x) = z∨(x∧y)

in

λaλbλcλzλq.λr.trans (sym (lem q)) (lem r) : ∀a, b, c, z.a = b → a = c

→ z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c)

end

At this point, we could apply (publish) to add thm to the library. However,

we may first wish to make thm and lem use the same z. To do this, we apply

(reorder) to the term several times to get

thm =

let lem = λzλxλyλp.cong∨ cong∧ p : ∀z, x, y.x = y → z∨(x∧x) = z∨(x∧y)

in

λzλaλbλcλq.λr.trans (sym (lem q)) (lem r) : ∀z, a, b, c.a = b → a = c

→ z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c)

end
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We now apply (specialize) to move λz to the front of the let expression

thm =

λz.let lem = λxλyλp.cong∨ cong∧ p : ∀x, y.x = y → z∨(x∧x) = z∨(x∧y)

in

λaλbλcλq.λr.trans (sym (lem q)) (lem r) : ∀z, a, b, c.a = b → a = c

→ z∨(a∧b) = z∨(a∧c)

end

5.7 Conclusions

We see many benefits to an automated theorem prover using a library with such

a formal hierarchical structure. First of all, we would expect the structure of

the library to indicate which theorems are more closely related–theorems that

use the same variables, assumptions, or lemmas would be grouped together in let

expressions and share abstractions. Large mathematical libraries could naturally

be broken down into smaller parts based on these groupings.

One can imagine several heuristics that could be improved by the structure

of the library. A system could first look at citing lemmas currently in scope be-

fore searching the entire library. The number of lemmas in scope is likely to be

smaller than the number of theorems. Heuristics that automatically detect similar

subproofs and create lemmas from them should also be possible. Given the for-

mal structure of proofs, finding shared lemmas is a form of common subexpression

elimination. In discovering these lemmas automatically, the library takes on the

structure natural to the theorems proven. It could also provide guidance to a user

proving a new theorem, knowing that the current proof being worked on and other

theorems already proven share a few lemmas.



Chapter 6

User Interfaces
As theorem provers become more powerful and more useful to mathematicians,

their user interfaces must be designed with a wider audience in mind. The mathe-

matical knowledge management community has a particular interest in the design

of user interfaces. As discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we placed a good deal

of importance on the user interface for KAT-ML and continue to do so as we de-

velop the underlying theory. In this chapter, we explore issues related to graphical

representation of mathematical libraries.

6.1 Proofs Represented as Graphs

Representing proofs as graphs is an important method for making the relationships

in proofs explicit and presentable. In contrast to our tree representation in Sec-

tion 5.4, popular methods for graphical proof representation actually capture the

reasoning in a proof with the graph structure; we use the trees simply to represent

the structure of the entire proof library. Nevertheless, several other techniques al-

low one to capture notions of scope in a picture representation of a proof. Whereas

our approach derives the tree representation from the formal underlying theory,

the approaches discussed here start with graphs and provide a formalization of the

operations on them.

Girard presented proof nets as a graphical representation of linear logic proofs

[41]. Proof structures contain formulas with links between them, where formulas

are the conclusion of exactly one link. Logical soundness of the proof structure is

determined using a notion of a trip, where formulas are visited in a particular way,
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given their links. The proof structures that are logically sound are called proof

nets.

Proof nets are sufficient for representing the multiplicative fragment of linear

logic. With the addition of proof boxes, one can represent all of linear logic. A

proof box contains a proof net with conclusions A1, . . . , An. The proof box is

considered a black box proof of these formulas A1, . . . , An, which can be linked to

other formulas. Proof boxes give us a scope for formulas; formulas inside the proof

box that are not the conclusions are limited in scope to the box itself.

Milner uses bigraphs to model several different mathematical formalizations,

including the π-calculus, Petri nets, and the λ-calculus [84]. Bigraphs contain

nodes, which can be nested, and ports, which are linked to join nodes. Milner

provides a categorical axiomatization of the formation of bigraphs that is complete

with respect to equations on expressions representing bigraphs. Since bigraphs can

represent the λ-calculus, they are powerful enough to represent the proof terms

discussed in Chapter 3. The nesting of bigraph nodes allows them to represent the

scoping of theorems; however, this scoping is limited to very simple cases without

the inclusion of some notion of sequencing, which allows one to use a lemma in

multiple theorems.

Deduction graphs, developed by Geuvers and Loeb, represent logical proofs

with a scoping mechanism available for formulas and subproofs [39]. Scope is

captured with boxes, which are particularly useful for the →-introduction rule of

both Gentzen-Prawitz style deduction and Fitch-style deduction. These deduction

graphs can be translated to a λ-term with a let expression used for scoping. It is

the let expression that allows one to show which parts of the graph are shared and

repeated. Geuvers and Loeb also defined several rewrite rules on these λ-terms
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that allow one to manipulate the scope of formulas, but in a relatively simplistic

manner.

6.2 Current User Interfaces

Work in the area of user interfaces for theorem provers continues to grow as de-

velopers try to make the systems more accessible to mathematicians. The work

addresses graphical, point-and-click user interfaces for several important aspects of

theorem provers, including development, organization, and search. Many of these

approaches build on top of an existing theorem prover and are thus limited by the

underlying formalism of the theorem prover itself. We describe some of the ongo-

ing work in this area, in particular how it relates to the organization of a theorem

library.

Théry, Bertot, and Kahn explain the necessity of developing good user inter-

faces for theorem provers [106]. With more fields of computer science and software

development benefiting from formalized mathematics, there is a need to have usable

interfaces for theorem provers so that those outside the development community

can easily learn the system and apply it to their work. Unlike symbolic algebra sys-

tems including Maple and Mathematica, theorem provers must deal with planning

and managing proofs, requiring special considerations for user interfaces.

One aspect of the interface for managing proofs is the theorem library. Théry et

al. stated that “the success of a particular theorem prover may depend more on the

availability of a large number of well organized theories than any other factor.”

The theories, containing several related theorems, are grouped in a hierarchical

fashion based on dependencies, as seen in Figure 6.1. The authors proposed that

one should be able to click on a theory and get a menu of the theorems it contains.
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However, as presented, the hierarchical structure does not expand into theories to

organize the theorems themselves.

Figure 6.1: An example theory layout in HOL [106]

Bertot, Kahn, and Théry discussed several important aspects of tree-based ap-

proaches to theorem prover user interfaces [18, 19]. They advocated the graphical

manipulation of theorems using a technique called proof by pointing, where one

uses the mouse to select and edit structured terms. Steps performed when one

clicks on a term are guided by an underlying interpretation of Gentzel rules for

natural deduction. For example, if the current goal is an implication of the form

a∨b → c and one clicks on the a, the result is two new implications a → c and

b → c, where the first is now the current goal.

The style of deduction in Bertot et al.’s system lends itself well to a tree rep-

resentation of proofs. The authors found, however, that trees tend to grow too

wide for practical presentation. Other methods of presentation are possible, in-
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cluding a more vertical linear representation that assigns numbers to each line of

the deduction and refers to them in subsequent steps. The authors also discussed

translation of proofs into readable English, a well-studied problem.

Bertot and Théry further explored the formalization of other aspects of a user

interface, including menus, the declaration of new rules, proof script management,

and the interaction between different modules of the system. However, left out of

this formal description is the library of proven theorems. The authors assumed the

existence of a list of theorems that can be used in the same way as assumptions;

clicking on a theorem applies it to the current goal.

Most theorem provers today use Emacs as their preferred user interface. The

Emacs interface provides a powerful and scriptable infrastructure for these systems,

allowing one to edit proofs and test them in an interactive environment. A popular

way to use theorem provers in Emacs is through the Proof General interface, a

generic environment for Emacs that works with many popular systems including

Coq, Isabelle, and HOL, pictured in Figure 6.2 [7].

Proof General is geared specifically toward advanced users developing large

libraries of theorems in proof assistants that have an interactive command line.

The system takes proof scripts and commands entered by the user in an Emacs

buffer, sends them to the theorem prover using this command line, and then returns

the output in a separate window. Proof General also manages complex proof scripts

across multiple files, automatically maintaining dependency relationships.

Aspinall et al. have continued work based on the Proof General system to

create the Proof General Kit (PG Kit) [8]. The system is based on the idea of

document-centered authoring, where one produces a single document that can be

viewed in several ways, including as a proof script for a theorem prover and as a
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Figure 6.2: Replaying a proof in Isar in Proof General [7]

human-readable LATEX document. Novel in their approach is the fact that external

tools that alter the different views of the document (e.g., LATEX adding references

or a theorem prover filling in proof cases) can send these changes to the central

document, a process called backflow. Currently, the authors have both Emacs and

Eclipse versions.

Piroi described several user interface features of Theorema, a system built on

top of Mathematica that provides infrastructure for formalizing and proving math-

ematical theorems [92]. Theorema allows one to label formulas and collections of

formulas so that they can be stored in units called notebooks for later referral in

other proofs. The proofs themselves are hierarchical in nature, with subproofs la-

beled with their own numbers and displayed by clicking on a hyperlink. The user

interface provides a mechanism for viewing theorems in a human-readable format
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and interactively navigating a proof and performing steps of deduction.

Cairns developed Alcor, a user interface for Mizar that stresses search [24]. We

have already discussed the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) in Section 2.2.1,

where one can submit theorems to be added to an online repository of proofs. As

the library grows, the issue of search becomes increasingly important; one wants

to avoid repetition in proofs by using ones that already exist whenever possible

and wants to avoid attempting to add a proof to the library that already exists.

A user can click on a term in the proof being developed and then search for

it in the entire MML. The search results pane allows one to click on individual

matches and see them in the context of the article in which they appear. Further

searches can be conducted on terms in that article. While currently limited in

its usefulness, Alcor has the potential to provide an important resource for proof

developers in systems with libraries growing increasingly complex.

Geuvers and Mamane worked on tmEgg, a LATEX-oriented front end to Coq

implemented as a plugin to TEXMACS [40]. TEXMACS provides the ability to

annotate a LATEX document with tags that can be not only printed, but also au-

tomatically passed as commands to an external program. The authors adapted

the software to work with Coq, passing tags as commands that could be used to

formally prove a theorem being typeset. Therefore, articles produced with tmEgg

can be seen as a mathematical document with an underlying formalism provided

by Coq.

An important issue in incorporating Coq into a LATEX document is document-

consistency : insuring that commands are executed in Coq in the same context and

order in which they appear in the document. Coq’s backtracking support becomes

necessary in order to maintain this consistency, as one may not type commands
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in a top-down fashion, instead going back through a document and adding formal

justifications later.

One uses the structure of theorems in Coq in the LATEX document, creating

new lemmas, definitions, etc., using the keywords of the theorem prover itself.

Consequently, the structure of the resulting mathematical article is the same as

the structure in the underlying formalism. The details of the proof can be hidden,

although the authors state that they would like to expand this ability in the future,

allowing one to hide several lemmas used by Coq to prove a main lemma that should

appear in the document.

6.3 A Proof-Theoretic User Interface

As discussed in Section 5.4, there is a natural correspondence between our proof

representation and a nested tree structure that provides a nice graphical view

of a proof library. To demonstrate the tree representation’s usefulness, we have

constructed a proof-of-concept implementation of a theorem prover for KAT that

allows one to view and manipulate a proof library graphically. The Grappa graph

drawing tool for Java makes it easy to create a tree-like structure of theorems with

which one can interact with mouse clicks and menus [14].

Figure 6.3 is an example of the possible organization of the library of theorems

for the Hoare logic rules, which have already been verified using KAT-ML. The tree

structure looks very similar to the one in Section 5.4. Proof nodes are represented

by elliptical nodes with the name of a theorem in them. Abstractions, described in

Section 5.4 as edge labels, are represented as diamond-shaped nodes containing the

individual variable or proof variable abstraction. Each abstraction is represented

in its own node; they are not grouped together when one immediately follows
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another. Representing them as individual nodes makes their manipulation easier

in Grappa. Rectangular nodes with a list of theorem names represent collections

nodes. One can double-click on these nodes to see the proofs they contain.

Figure 6.3: Hoare logic rules arranged in hierarchical fashion

In this particular example, we have theorems for the Hoare conditional, while,

assignment, and composition rules. All of the theorems refer to a condition C and a

program p, so we have used the (pull) rule to abstract over these variables once for

all of the theorems. The while theorem uses a lemma, while’, which is represented
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as a collection node. The variables C, p, and B are arbitrary, fixed constants for

the proof of while’. Double-clicking on the collection node containing the lemma

reveals that it is abstracted over a variable q and an assumption P1 .

Right-clicking on any node reveals a list of commands that one can run, as

shown in Figure 6.4. The “Publish New Theorem. . .” and “Publish New Lemma. . .”

commands are available at any node. The former creates a new top-level theorem

specified by the user. The latter creates a new lemma. If the node selected is a

collection node, then the lemma is added to that node. If it is any other kind of

node, then a new collection node is created above that node.

Figure 6.4: Right-click options

Depending on the node on which one right-clicks, other options may also be

available. For example, in Figure 6.4, the user is presented with the options

“Rename. . .” and “Push,” which apply the (rename) rule and (push) rule to

the corresponding proof term, respectively. These options are only presented if
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necessary preconditions are met. For example, the command corresponding to the

(reorder) rule will only be presented if changing the order of abstractions does not

cause a variable to be moved out of scope improperly, as described in Section 5.3.2.

The interface presented here is currently quite basic, but offers insight into the

ease with which one can develop a useful graphical user interface for managing a

complex library of theorems. As repositories of formalized mathematics become

larger, new ways of visualizing the relationships between different proofs need to

be considered a priority.



Chapter 7

Tactics
In Section 4.2.6, we presented a set of simple heuristics to aid in proving theo-

rems. These heuristics were system-level constructs designed specifically with the

KAT-ML prover in mind. They are able to take advantage of the proof representa-

tion and KAT itself. However, the heuristics are still separate from these underlying

formalisms in the same way they are in most theorem provers. Theorem provers

such as Coq, NuPRL, and Isabelle provide extensive tools for users to create proofs

quickly with automated methods.

Fundamental to these systems is the use of tactics and tacticals, programs that

represent and execute several steps of deduction. The language used for tactics

is typically a full-scale programming language, separate from the language used

to represent proofs. Consequently, there is also a separation between the use of

theorems in proofs and the use of tactics.

Despite being implemented at different levels, theorems and tactics have much

in common. Both store and repeat proof steps. They represent generalized proof

techniques used often within the theory in which they exist. Moreover, both pro-

vide guidance and hints to a user regarding the completion of a proof; proofs that

share a few tactics or theorems are likely to share more. Nevertheless, work in the

area of tactics and tacticals focuses on developing automated proof steps at the

system level, separate from the underlying logic in which they work.

The power of the separate tactics language comes at a price, as explained by

Delahaye [32]. Separating the two languages requires a user to learn two languages

when creating proofs and the developer to create a separate infrastructure for
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debugging and validating tactics.

The separation between tactics and theorems also inhibits our flexibility in

proof representation. While tactics may be used to automate proof steps, they

are not represented in the completed proof; the tactics merely apply a sequence

of elementary inference rules that a user would perform manually without the

tactics. There are times when formally representing the tactics at the same level

as proofs can be useful, particularly when transferring a proof to a paper. If a step

in the proof is repeated several times by a tactic, we may want to perform the step

explicitly the first time and then say that the step is “repeated several times in

the same way.” We want to be able to represent such a statement formally in the

proof itself.

Our goal is to represent tactics in a way that allows them to be treated at

the same formal level as proofs and theorems, independent of their system-level

implementation. Many very useful tactics on commonly used algebras only require

simple constructs that can be represented easily in the same way as theorems, not

needing Turing-complete languages used in theorem provers. For example, a tactic

for substitution of equals for equals requires congruence rules for each operation in

the algebra, the ability to iterate through several steps of using different congruence

rules, and the ability choose the appropriate congruence rule at each step.

We also want a representation that allows us to easily translate tactics into the

proof steps they represent using proof-theoretic, formal rules. Such a representa-

tion gives us the flexibility to make proofs more general by using the tactics in the

representation or more specific by using some or all of the individual proofs steps.

Finally, the representation should be independent of search techniques and

algorithms used to implement automated proof search. While these issues are
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important for a theorem prover, they are system-level decisions orthogonal to the

choices made in representing tactics.

In this chapter, we propose such a representation. We extend the proof system

in Chapter 3 to represent tactics at the same level as theorems and move freely

from tactics to proof steps. We formalize several common tactics and propose

a way to represent them in our proof system. We then provide formal rules for

creating and manipulating tactics and their use in proofs. Finally, we provide an

extended example for creating a simple tactic and using it.

7.1 A Motivating Example

Consider reasoning about a Boolean algebra as in Section 3.3. Let us look at a

particular form of tactic. It is easy to see that the axiom idemp∧ allows us to prove

∀a. a∧a∧a = a (7.1)

Once we have the proof of (7.1), we can use it to prove

∀a. a∧a∧a∧a = a (7.2)

in the following way. From (7.1) and cong∧ with the substitution [x/a∧ a∧

a, y/a, z/a], we can deduce

a∧a∧a∧a = a∧a (7.3)

We then use idemp∧ to get

a∧a = a (7.4)

Finally, we apply trans to (7.3) and (7.4) with the substitution [x/a∧a∧a∧a, y/a∧

a, z/a] to conclude

a∧a∧a∧a = a
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which is true for arbitrary a, yielding our desired conclusion (7.2). We can continue

to prove a theorem like this for n + 1 occurrences of a using the proof for n

occurrences of a.

The form of this proof is typical: an inductive argument where we use the result

from one proof to prove a step in the next proof. We wish to generalize this kind

of proof as a tactic that allows one to represent the execution of several steps of

the proof either with the tactic itself or with the individual proof steps.

The need to recover the steps is important, particularly for presentation. Imag-

ine one proves a theorem such as (7.2). Given that the proof steps are similar and

repeated, one may wish to state the proof step explicitly once and then capture

the rest of the iterations with one statement.

7.2 Tactic Representation

For representing tactics, we extend the proof representation developed in chapter 3.

In order to use tactics, we introduce a few new proof terms:

• A case statement,

case δ of =ϕ1 ⇒ π1

. . .

=ϕn ⇒ πn

ψ1 ⇒ τ1

. . .

ψm ⇒ τm

where δ, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, ψ1, . . . , ψm are formulas and π1, . . . , πn, τ1, . . . , τm are proof

terms. The case statement is very similar to the one in Standard ML. We

look at the structure of δ and match it against the types in the body of the
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statement. There are two kinds of matches that can occur. We can exactly

match the type δ with a type ϕi, signified by the =, or we match a type δ

against a possible unification, ψj. The difference is that a type δ matches a

case =ϕi if δ = ϕi, whereas it matches a case ψj if there exists a substitution

such that δ = ψj[x/t]. The proof to the right of the ⇒ of the matched case

is a proof of the type δ, as enforced by the type system. For simplicity, we

assume that the ψi cases always come after the =ϕi cases.

We use the notation =ϕ⇒ π to represent =ϕ1 ⇒ π1 . . . =ϕn ⇒ πn and

ψ ⇒ τ to represent ψ1 ⇒ τ1 . . . ψn ⇒ τm.

• A formula variable X, representing a quantified or unquantified formula

• A formula abstraction λX.π, where X is a formula variable and π is a proof

term. We need this proof term in order to abstract over the δ found in the

case statement.

To support tactics, we extend formulas with recursive types [86],[90, Ch. 20].

We require the addition of three types:

• A formula variable X.

• A recursive formula µX.ϕ, where X is a formula variable and ϕ is a formula.

• A sum formula {δ : =ϕ1 + . . . + =ϕn + ψ1 + . . .+ ψm} where δ, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,

ψ1, . . . , ψm are formulas. We use the notation {δ : =ϕ + ψ} to represent

{δ : =ϕ1 + . . . + =ϕn + ψ1 + . . .+ ψm}. The sum formula is closely related

to the case statement, as will be apparent when examining the typing rules.

In fact, we refer to an individual =ϕi or ψj in a sum formula as a case.
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The typing rules for the proof terms are in Figure 7.1. The typing rules for all

proof terms are given, as we have changed the type system to allow proof variables

to be arbitrary formulas rather than simply equations. While we will not fully

harness the power of this change with our new proof rules, this representation

makes our rules for the new proof terms easier.

With the presence of abstraction over type variables, we need to type the

formulas with kinds [90, Ch. 29]. The kinds primarily provide information for

matching a formula with a case in a sum formula. Kinds are built from a base

kind ∗ and the first-order signature Σ = {f, g, . . .}. A kind term s∗, t∗ is a base

kind ∗ or an expression f t1∗ . . . tn∗ where f is an n-ary function symbol in Σ and

t1∗, . . . , tn∗ are kind terms. A kind equation d∗, e∗ is between two kind terms, such

as s∗ = t∗.

For the most part, kind information is implicit; the kind s∗ = t∗ of an equation

s = t is formed by replacing all variables in s and t with ∗. However, we may want

to be explicit about kind information when the kind is more specific than the type.

For example, the type x = y implicitly has the kind ∗ = ∗. If we mean for it to

represent a more specific kind, say, ∗∨∗ = ∗∧∗ in our Boolean algebra example, we

would have to specify the kind explicitly with the notation (x = y : ∗∨∗ = ∗∧∗). A

type’s explicit kind can never be less specific than its implicit kind, i.e., x∧y = y

cannot have the kind ∗ = ∗. We use the explicit kinds to match formulas with

cases in the sum formula.

The type of a case statement with a formula variable X is the sum formula

formed from the types of the proofs in the body of the statement. The second and

third typing rules allow us to be more specific about a proof with a sum formula

type. The type of a proof with a formula δ is δ if either δ is equal to one of the ϕi
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Γ, p : ϕ ` p : ϕ

Γ, c : ϕ ` c : ϕ

Γ ` π : ϕ→ ψ Γ ` τ : ϕ

Γ ` πτ : ψ

Γ ` π : ∀x.ϕ
Γ ` πt : ϕ[x/t]

Γ, p : ϕ ` τ : ψ

Γ ` λp.τ : ϕ→ ψ

Γ ` τ : ϕ

Γ ` λx.τ : ∀x.ϕ
Γ ` π1 : ϕ1 . . . Γ ` πn : ϕn Γ ` τ1 : ψ1 . . . Γ ` τm : ψm

Γ ` case X of =ϕ⇒ π, ψ ⇒ τ : {X : ϕ + ψ}

Γ ` π : {δ : =ϕ + ψ}
Γ ` π : δ

ϕi = δ

Γ ` π : {δ : =ϕ + ψ}
Γ ` π : δ

ψi[x/t] = δ or
δ : e∗, ψi : e∗

Γ ` π : ψ

Γ ` λX.π : ∀X.ψ

Γ ` π : ∀X.ψ
Γ ` π ϕ : ψ[X/ϕ]

Γ ` λp.π : µX.ϕ

Γ ` π[p/λp.π] : µX.ϕ

Γ ` π[p/λp.π] : µX.ϕ

Γ ` λp.π : µX.ϕ

Figure 7.1: Typing rules for new proof terms

or δ unifies with or has the same kind as one of the ψi.
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The type of the formula abstraction is the universal quantification over that

formula. It is important to note that this is not the same as an abstraction over a

proof variable p with the type ϕ. A term λp : ϕ.π would have the type ϕ → ψ,

where ψ is the type of π. When typing the application of a formula abstraction,

the replacement of X with ϕ requires us to use the kind information. The only

place such type variables appear is in case statements.

Finally, we have typing rules for proof terms with recursive types. The two

typing rules correspond to unfolding and folding the proof term. We take an equi-

recursive approach to the recursive types. In other words, µX.ϕ is equivalent to

ϕ[X/µX.ϕ].

From the standpoint of an automated theorem prover, it is our type system that

does most of the work of finding the correct steps to apply from a tactic. Most

of this work is in choosing the correct case when applying a case statement to a

type δ. Without any restrictions, δ may match several cases, requiring the type

system to search though an exponential number of possible proofs. It is this search

problem that makes implementing theorem prover tactics difficult. We regard the

search problem as an implementation issue separate from the issue of formally

representing tactics that we deal with in this chapter. For the sake of this chapter,

we assume that when matching a type against possible cases in a case statement,

we only explore the first match found, which removes the need for search at all.

We provide several rules for creating and manipulating proofs. The rules allow

one to build proofs constructively. They manipulate a structure of the form L; T, as

described in Chapter 3. The proof rules can easily be extended to handle theorem

scoping as in Chapter 5.

In Figure 7.2, we present the rules for basic proof manipulation. The rules
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(assume)
L ; T, A ` τ : ψ

L ; T, A, p : ϕ ` τ : ψ

(ident)
L ; T

L ; T, p : ϕ ` p : ϕ

(mp)
L ; T, A ` π : ϕ → ψ A ` τ : ϕ

L ; T, A ` π τ : ψ

(discharge)
L ; T, A, p : e ` τ : ψ

L ; T, A ` λp.τ : e → ψ

(publish)
L ; T, ` π : ϕ

L, T = λx.π : ∀x.ϕ ; T

(cite)
L1, T = π : ϕ,L2 ; T

L1, T = π : ϕ,L2 ; T, ` π : ϕ

(inst)
L ; T, A ` π : ∀x.ϕ

L ; T, A ` π t : ϕ[x/t]

(normt)
L ; T A ` (λx.π) t

L ; T A ` π[x/t] : ϕ

(normp)
L ; T A ` (λp.π) τ

L ; T A ` π[p/τ ] : ϕ

(forget)
L1, T = π : ϕ,L2 ; T

L1,L2[T/π] ; T[T/π]

Figure 7.2: Proof Rules for Basic Theorem Manipulation

are very similar to the ones in Chapter 3. One difference is that the (ident) and

(assume) rules allow one to introduce assumptions with formula types and not
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just equations. We also add the (inst) rule, which allows us to instantiate variables

over which a proof term is abstracted. Before, this was handled by the (cite) rule,

but new rules give us the ability to have term abstractions in proof tasks, so we

need to instantiate explicitly.

We also have (normt) and (normp) rules for performing β-reduction on ap-

plications of λ-abstractions over terms and proofs, respectively. It is important

to note that the (normt) rule does not replace x in a proof in a case of a case

statement where we perform unification if x occurs in the type for that case. In

other words, for the proof term

case X of =ϕ⇒ π, ψ ⇒ τ : {X : =ϕ + ψ}

we do not replace x in τi if it occurs in ψi. We do, however, replace x in any of the

πi and ϕi in which they occur. This behavior is not unlike the case statement in

Standard-ML. The (forget) rule allows us to remove a theorem from the library.

With the possibility of recursive proof terms, the (forget) rule must perform its

replacement of T with π and normalize repeatedly until T no longer appears.

In Figure 7.3, we introduce the proof rules to create, use, and manipulate

theorems and tactics. The (case) rule combines existing proof tasks into a case

statement. The types variable X can be unified with one of the types ϕ1, . . . , ϕn

or matched exactly with one of types of the assumptions p1, . . . , pm. These types

must be equations. The (decase=) and (decase) allow us to determine which

case the type δ matches and replace the case statement with the proof term for

that specific case.

The rules (fold) and (unfold) are standard rules one would expect for dealing

with recursive types. The (publishr) rule allows us to publish recursive proof

terms. In other words, these are tactics that use themselves in the proof. Recursion
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(case)
L ; T, A, p : e ` π1 : ϕ1 . . . A, p : e ` πn : ϕn

L ; T, ` case X of =e⇒ p, ϕ⇒ π : {X : =e + ϕ}

(decase=)
L ; T, A ` case δ of =ϕ⇒ π, ψ ⇒ τ : δ

L ; T, A ` πi : δ
ϕi = δ

(decase)
L ; T, A ` case δ of =ϕ⇒ π, ψ ⇒ τ : δ

L ; T, A ` τi[x/t] : δ
ψi[x/t] = δ

(fold)
L ; T, A ` π[p/λp.π] : µX.ϕ

L ; T, A ` λp.π : µX.ϕ

(unfold)
L ; T, A ` λp.π : µX.ϕ

L ; T, A ` π[p/λp.π] : µX.ϕ

(publishr)
L ; T, p : µX.ψ ` π : ϕ

L, p = λx.λp.π : ∀x.µXϕ ; T

µX.ψ = ∀x.µXϕ

(forget1)
L1, T = π : ϕ,L2 ; T, A ` T τ : ψ

L1, T = π : ϕ,L2 ; T, A ` π τ : ψ

(normf)
L ; T A ` (λX.π) ψ

L ; T A ` π[X/ψ] : ϕ

Figure 7.3: Proof Rules for Tactics

of this nature is very important for tactics; we want to be able to repeat proof steps

several times, such as in our example in Section 7.1. The rule takes a proof task

with a single assumption of a recursive type and moves it to the library. The name

assigned to the theorem is the same as the proof variable in the assumption. It is

also necessary that the type of the proof variable and the type of the proof term

added to the library are equivalent.
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We add the (forget1) rule, which functions much like (forget), except we re-

place a theorem name with the proof of that theorem in only a single application

in a single proof task and we do not remove the theorem from the library. This

rule allows us to make explicit one step in the application of a tactic. Finally, the

(normf) rule performs β-reduction on applications of λ-abstractions over formu-

las.

The steps in creating a tactic with several cases that recursively call the tactic

would be as follows:

1. Use the (assume) and (ident) rules to add a proof variable with the type

of the tactic to be created.

2. Create the proof terms for the cases of the tactic, using the assumption added

in step 1 for the recursive calls.

3. Use the (case) rule to combine the proof terms created in step 2 into a single

case statement.

4. Use the (publishr) rule to publish the new tactic.

7.3 A Constructive Example

We can provide a tactic for our example in Section 7.1. First, we give a general

description of the proof steps in our tactic. For a given x and a, if we want to

prove x∧a = a, we use a recursive tactic that is quantified over an equation Y . If

Y is of the form x = x, then we use ref to prove the equation true. If Y is of the

form x∧a = a, then it suffices to apply trans to proofs of x∧a = a∧a and a∧a = a.

The latter follows directly from idemp∧. For the former, we use cong∧ on a proof

of x = a, which we obtain by recursively calling the tactic.
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Let

ϕR = µX.∀x.∀a.∀Y. X → {Y : x = x + x∧a = a}

First, we use (ident) to create a proof task

R : ϕR ` R : ϕR (7.5)

Next, let us create the cases of our tactic. We first create what will be the “base

case” for our recursion. We use (cite), (inst), and (assume) to get the proof

task

R : ϕR ` ref x : x = x (7.6)

For the recursive case, we use (inst) on (7.5) and the fact that we use equi-recursive

types to get

R : ϕR ` R x a (x = a : ∗∧∗ = ∗)

: ϕR → {(x = a : ∗∧∗ = ∗) : x = x + x∧a = a}

(7.7)

We have made the kind of x = a explicit in order to make sure it matches the

x∧a = a case in our sum formula type in ϕR. Next, we use (mp) on (7.7) and

(7.5) to get

R : ϕR ` R x a (x = a : ∗∧∗ = ∗) R : (x = a : ∗∧∗ = ∗) (7.8)

For the rest of the example, we do not show the kind of x = a for readability. To

use congruence of ∧, we use (cite), (inst), and (assume) to add the task

R : ϕR ` cong∧ x a a : x = a → x∧a = a∧a (7.9)

We combine (7.9) and (7.8) using (mp) to get

R : ϕR ` cong∧ x a a (R x a (x = a) R) : x∧a = a∧a (7.10)
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For the proof of a∧a = a, we use (cite), (inst), and (assume) to add the proof

task

R : ϕR ` idemp∧ a : a∧a = a (7.11)

We introduce transitivity with (cite), (inst), and (assume)

R : ϕR ` trans (x∧a) (a∧a) a : x∧a = a∧a

→ a∧a = a

→ x∧a = a

(7.12)

Two applications of (mp) with (7.12),(7.10), and (7.11) give the completed recur-

sive case for our tactic:

R : ϕR ` trans (x∧a) (a∧a) a

(cong∧ x a a (R x a (x = a) R))

(idemp∧ a)

: x∧a = a (7.13)

Now we use the (case) rule to combine (7.6) and (7.13) for our tactic:

R : ϕR ` case Y of

(x = x) ⇒ ref x

(x∧a = a) ⇒ trans (x∧a) (a∧a) a

(cong∧ x a a

(R x a (x = a) R))

(idemp∧ a)

: {Y : x = x + x∧a = a}
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Finally, we use the (publishr) rule to publish the tactic as

R = λx.λa.λY.λR. case Y of

(x = x) ⇒ ref x

(x∧a = a) ⇒ trans (x∧a) (a∧a) a

(cong∧ x a a (R x a (x = a) R))

(idemp∧ a)

The type of this tactic is

∀x.∀a.∀Y. ϕR → {Y : x = x + x∧a = a}

Notice that ∀x.∀a.∀Y. ϕR → {Y : x = x + x∧a = a} is equal to ϕR, which is

necessary for applying the rule.

We now have a tactic that given an x of the form a∧. . .∧a will provide a proof

of a∧. . .∧a = a. If applied to a term that is not of this form, the tactic will not

have a type.

We can now apply the tactic to create a new proof. We use the (cite) and

(inst) rules just as we do on theorems to create the proof task

` R (b∧b∧b) b (b∧b∧b∧b = b) : ϕR → b∧b∧b∧b = b

We then use (cite) and (mp) to get the conclusion we desire.

` R (b∧b∧b) b (b∧b∧b∧b = b) R : b∧b∧b∧b = b (7.14)

We may want to make one step of the application of the tactic R explicit. First,

we use the (forget1) rule on (7.14) to replace the name of the tactic with its body
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and then use the normalize rules to perform β-reduction to get

` case (b∧b∧b∧b = b) of

(x = x) ⇒ ref x

(x∧a = a) ⇒ trans (x∧a) (a∧a) a

(cong∧ x a a (R x a (x = a) R))

(idemp∧ a)

: b∧b∧b∧b = b (7.15)

We can then use (decase) to replace the case statement with the specific case

that is matched, where b∧b∧b∧b = b unifies with x∧a = a under the substitution

[x/b∧b∧b, a/b].

` trans (b∧b∧b∧b) (b∧b) b

(cong∧ (b∧b∧b) b b

(R (b∧b∧b) b (b∧b∧b = b) R))

(idemp∧ b)

: b∧b∧b∧b = b (7.16)

Now one of the steps of the proof is explicit whil e the others are implicitly captured

in the application of the tactic R.

7.4 Conclusions

We have presented a proof-theoretic approach in which tactics are treated at the

same level as theorems and proofs. The proof rules allow us to create, manipulate,

and apply tactics in a way that is completely formal and independent of system-

level decisions regarding proof search. Many important tactics can be represented

in the relatively simple system we have demonstrated, particularly in algebras such

as our Boolean example.

Representing tactics at this level has several advantages for automated theorem
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provers, from both the perspective of a user and a developer. For users, power-

ful tactics can be created without needing to learn a separate tactics language.

However, the power of the language used to implement the theorem prover can be

harnessed to make proof search as complete and efficient as desired. Additionally,

when combined with the work in Chapter 5, tactics can be put into a local scope

and abstractions can be manipulated just as theorems can be, a powerful ability

that current theorem provers lack.



Chapter 8

Future Work
There are several promising directions of future work based on the formalism pre-

sented in this thesis. These directions include both theoretical work and application-

based work.

8.1 Proof Refactorization

One of the primary purposes of a formal representation of proofs is to facilitate

the reuse of proofs. With the formalization based on the λ-calculus used here, we

are able to take advantage of techniques for code reuse in programs. The repeated

use of lemmas in proofs is similar to the reuse of locally defined constants in a

computer program. For a user creating a small set of theorems from scratch, it

might be possible to fathom all of the subproofs that should be lemmas that are

proved once and then referenced in other proofs. However, for larger sets of proofs

with more intricate subproofs, it may be difficult to know what constitutes a good

set of lemmas to be reused in several proofs. For proofs that have already been

completed, there may not even be the opportunity for the user to create a set of

lemmas.

With these ideas in mind, an open area of research is the discovery of common

subproofs, a process we call proof refactorization. The idea is similar to that of

code refactorization found in integrated development environments such as Eclipse

[38]. Code refactorization allows one to take a block of code and convert it to a

function by passing local variables in as parameters. The function is then available

for calling in other parts of the program. One could apply this same technique

136
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to proofs, making subproofs available as lemmas by abstracting out variables and

assumptions.

One step further is to try to automate the process by using common subexpres-

sion elimination, where common terms are discovered and abstracted out. The

technique is already used in compilers to optimize the operation of code by tem-

porarily storing the results of a computation preformed repeatedly. The elimination

of common subproofs is similar. We want to automatically discover proofs that are

the same and make them into lemmas. Ideally, we should not only find proofs that

are syntactically identical, but proofs that are specialized versions of some lemma

we can abstract out.

8.2 Tactic Type Systems

The representation of tactics presented in Chapter 7 depends on a type system to

apply the tactics in a sound way. From an implementation standpoint, this type

system is responsible for the search for the correct steps of deduction to take. We

stated that the type system is an issue separate from the formal representation

of the tactics and therefore is a problem beyond the scope of this thesis. Several

aspects of the type system could be explored, particularly with respect to the

search it performs in applying a case statement.

One important question is how powerful to make the search so that it is rea-

sonably useful. The most powerful search would explore every possible case in a

case statement exhaustively until a proper typing derivation is found or until no

more cases can be explored. However, such a search is potentially very slow, if it

even terminates at all. On the other extreme is a type system that performs no

search, only exploring the first match in a case statement. While very efficient, it
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is possible that such a strategy will not be able to apply a tactic that could be used

if a more ambitious search were applied. Is there some search strategy in between

these two that is ideal? Does the ideal search strategy depend on the domain of

theorems and proofs?

We may also be able to design our tactics in such a way that a less complex

search strategy suffices. There are several approaches we could take:

• Equations on which tactics are recursively called should get syn-

tactically shorter. If equations get shorter, then termination can be guar-

anteed, thus eliminating the need to detect cycles or use some sort of depth

limit in the search.

• Ensure that an equation can only match one case in a tactic. Using

tactics in which only one match is possible limits the branching factor in our

search to 1, making the search much more manageable. There are several

tactics that are of this structure, including substitution using congruence and

transitivity, an important tactic in KAT.

• Order the cases to minimize search. It stands to reason that the search

strategy is going to start from the first case and work its way to the last.

Therefore, we should design our tactics intelligently to put cases that are

likely to perform less searching (e.g., ones that reduce the size of an equation

significantly in recursive calls) before those that require more searching.

8.3 Implementation

We have provided the basic infrastructure that could be used to build a general-

purpose interactive theorem prover. The engineering of such a project is large
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enough to be a thesis itself. The importance in any implementation is to maintain

a strong relationship with the underlying formalism described in this thesis.

One issue of interest is the creation of useful rules that build on those in Fig-

ure 5.5. The rules as presented are sound transformations that make very specific

alterations to proof terms one step at a time. To be useful, the system should have

meta-steps that perform several steps at once with the system internally justifying

each step with our rules. For example, in order to use the (specialize) rule, one

would likely use the (reorder), (rename), and (pull) rules several times to get

the proof term into the correct form. Ideally, a user should be able to perform a

specialize operation that automates this process. The same is true for the calling

of (merge), which can require the use of the (generalize) rule.

Another issue is the representation of the data in some distributable format.

KAT-ML uses its own XML encoding for the data that takes advantage of proof

terms specialized for KAT. XML formats continue to gain popularity in the repre-

sentation of mathematics, as described throughout Chapter 2. With its extensive

support for mathematics, including attributes for assigning importance to proofs,

OMDoc [57] would be a reasonable language for representing proofs for wider dis-

semination.

8.4 Online Library Sharing

As described in Section 4.2.7, one of the goals in the KAT-ML theorem prover was

the creation of a central repository of KAT theorems. A general-purpose theorem

prover could also benefit from an online library of theorems. Libraries of theorem

provers currently available online are static objects separate from the theorem

provers themselves. The formal representation of proofs presented in this thesis
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lends itself well to a much more active relationship between an online repository

of theorems and the theorem prover itself.

An intriguing idea is to use the online repository as a shared resource of all the

proven theorems that could be updated and accessed by all those using a theorem

prover. Working with such a prover would have the following mode of interaction:

1. A user starts up the system, which automatically downloads newly added

theorems.

2. The user continues work on a proof that has so far been elusive. Looking

through the new data downloaded from the online repository, the user notices

that one of the new theorems is exactly what is necessary to finish the proof.

3. The user finishes that proof and marks it to be sent to the online repository.

4. Before the theorem prover is closed, it uploads marked, completed theorems

to the central repository, where they are verified and added to the library.

Access to a constantly changing online repository like this allows all users to benefit

from the work of others.

Another interesting mode of interaction would be peer-to-peer interaction be-

tween the users of the theorem prover without a central repository. The goal would

be to allow users to share proofs, both complete and incomplete, with other users

in an attempt to make their work available to others and to seek help on proofs

with which they are having difficulty. The sharing could look similar to the music

library sharing feature available in Apple’s iTunes software, in which users can

make their library available online for streaming by others within their own subnet

[5].



Chapter 9

Conclusions
We have presented a proof-theoretic approach to mathematical knowledge man-

agement that exhibits several desired properties. We represent the relationship

between proofs, the library of proofs and theorems, and proof tactics in a way that

allows them to be treated at the same formal level as proofs themselves. Conse-

quently, what have until now been system-level constructs can be integrated into

the underlying proof logic, where more complex constructs such as scoping and

tactics can be represented with well-studied parts of the typed λ-calculus.

Fundamental to the design of this proof representation have been the five prop-

erties discussed in Chapter 1: independence, structure, an underlying formalism,

adaptability, and presentability. Adherence to these five properties is a good mea-

sure for any representation for proofs. While the representation of proofs in popular

theorem provers has been able to provide a subset of these properties, no system

has been able to provide them all. The proof library representation we have de-

scribed in this thesis does exhibit all five desired properties.

Up until now, considerations for mathematical knowledge management have

been secondary to work in expanding the automation of theorem provers so that

more proofs could be completed with less human interaction. This work has re-

sulted in the expanding of formal digital libraries to include much of the basis

of mathematics, as well as many more specific topics in computer science. It is

because of this expansion that the issues of effectively representing proof libraries

must now be paramount.

One of the goals of theorem provers is to formalize mathematics in a way that
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makes it accessible at all levels, particularly advanced students and researchers.

In order to succeed at this goal, theorem provers need to stay true to that formal-

ization as much as possible, as its benefits have already been proven. What we

previously viewed as implementation details or informal notions can now be seen

for what they really are: elements with inherent structure that can be captured by

an underlying proof theory.

The work in mathematical knowledge management is in its infancy, with sev-

eral aspects still to be explored and understood. Some approaches are more formal

than others. All of the approaches have one thing in common: they are trying to

provide a way to organize mathematical information in such a way that it can be

understood and used by everyone, from young children just learning arithmetic to

professors at the forefront of mathematical research. The proof-theoretic represen-

tation of proof libraries presented in this thesis provides a strong formal foundation

for realizing mathematical knowledge management’s ultimate goals.



Appendix A

Library Organization Soundness
Soundness for the proof system requires that a sequence of applications of the

rules transforms a proof term of a type ϕ into a new proof term of a type ψ that

is equivalent modulo first-order equivalence. Let π ⇒ τ mean that the proof term

τ is derivable from π using our proof rules in one step.

We make use of the following identities and properties from first-order logic.

a→ (b ∧ c) ≡ (a→ b) ∧ (a→ c) (A.1)

∀x.a ∧ ∀x.b ≡ ∀x.(a ∧ b) (A.2)

Theorem A.1 If π ⇒ τ and Γ ` π : ϕ, then Γ ` τ : ψ, where ϕ and ψ are

equivalent modulo first-order equivalence.

Proof. The proof is by induction on deductions Π of the form Γ ` π : ϕ.

• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` λx. (π1; . . . ; πn) : ∀x. (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn) (A.3)

We can use our (push) rule to get a proof term of the form

λx.π1; . . . ;λx.πn (A.4)

The typing derivation for (A.3) must have been of the form

Π1

Γ ` π1 : ϕ1 · · ·
Πn

Γ ` π1 : ϕn

Γ ` π1; . . . ; πn : (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn)

Γ ` λx. (π1; . . . ; πn) : ∀x. (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn)
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From the deductions Π1, . . . ,Πn, we can deduce the following.

Π1

Γ ` π1 : ϕ1

Γ ` λx.π1 : ∀x.ϕ1 · · ·

Πn

Γ ` πn : ϕn

Γ ` λx.πn : ∀x.ϕn

Γ ` λx.π1; . . . ;λx.πn : ∀x.ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∀x.ϕn

This is a deduction of the type of (A.4). Furthermore, we know that the

types ∀x.(ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn) and ∀x.ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∀x.ϕn are equivalent by (A.2).

• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` λp. (π1; . . . ; πn) : e→ (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn) (A.5)

We can use our (push) rule to get a proof term of the form

λp.π1; . . . ;λp.πn (A.6)

The typing derivation for (A.5) must be of the form

Π1

Γ, p : e ` π1 : ϕ1 · · ·
Πn

Γ, P : e ` π1 : ϕn

Γ, p : e ` π1; . . . ; πn : (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn)

Γ ` λp. (π1; . . . ; πn) : e→ (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn)

From the deductions Π1, . . . ,Πn, we can deduce the following.

Π1

Γ, P : e ` π1 : ϕ1

Γ ` λP.π1 : e→ ϕ1 · · ·

Πn

Γ, P : e ` πn : ϕn

Γ ` λP.πn : e→ ϕn

Γ ` λP.π1; . . . ;λP.πn : e→ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ e→ ϕn

This is the deduction of the type of (A.6). Furthermore, we know that the

types e→ (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn) and e→ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ e→ ϕn are equivalent by (A.1).

• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` λx.π1; . . . ;λx.πn : ∀x.ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∀x.ϕn (A.7)
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We can use our (pull) rule to get a proof term of the form

λx. (π1; . . . ; πn) (A.8)

The typing derivation for (A.7) must be of the form

Π1

Γ ` π1 : ϕ1

Γ ` λx.π1 : ∀x.ϕ1 · · ·

Πn

Γ ` πn : ϕn

Γ ` λx.πn : ∀x.ϕn

Γ ` λx.π1; . . . ;λx.πn : ∀x.ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∀x.ϕn

From the deductions Π1, . . . ,Πn, we can deduce the following.

Π1

Γ ` π1 : ϕ1 · · ·
Πn

Γ ` π1 : ϕn

Γ ` π1; . . . ; πn : (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn)

Γ ` λx. (π1; . . . ; πn) : ∀x. (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn)

This is the deduction of the type of (A.8). Furthermore, we know that the

types ∀x.ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∀x.ϕn and ∀x.(ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn) are equivalent by (A.2).

• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` λp.π1; . . . ;λp.πn : e→ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ e→ ϕn (A.9)

We can use our (pull) rule to get a proof term of the form

λp. (π1; . . . ; πn) (A.10)

The typing derivation for (A.9) must be of the form

Π1

Γ, p : e ` π1 : ϕ1

Γ ` λP.π1 : e→ ϕ1 · · ·

Πn

Γ, p : e ` πn : ϕn

Γ ` λp.πn : e→ ϕn

Γ ` λp.π1; . . . ;λp.πn : e→ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ e→ ϕn

From the deductions Π1, . . . ,Πn, we can deduce the following.

Π1

Γ, P : e ` π1 : ϕ1 · · ·
Πn

Γ, P : e ` π1 : ϕn

Γ, P : e ` π1; . . . ; πn : (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn)

Γ ` λP. (π1; . . . ; πn) : e→ (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn)
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This is the deduction of the type for (A.10). Furthermore, we know that the

types e→ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ e→ ϕn and e→ (ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn) are equivalent by (A.1).

• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` let L = πL,M = πM in τ end : ψ (A.11)

Using our (split) rule, we can get a proof term of the form

let L = πL in let M = πM in τ end end (A.12)

The typing derivation for (A.11) must be as follows.

Π1 : Γ ` πL1 : ϕL1

Π2 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 ` πL2 : ϕL2

. . .

Πn : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln−1 : ϕLn−1 ` πLn : ϕLn

Ξ1 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ` πM1 : ϕM1

Ξ2 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 ` πM2 : ϕM2

. . .

Ξm : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 , . . . ,Mm−1 : ϕMm−1 ` πMm : ϕMm

Ξ : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 , . . . ,Mm : ϕMm ` τ : ψ

Γ ` let L = πL,M = πM in τ end : ψ

First, we use Ξ1, . . . ,Ξm,Ξ to get a derivation ΠM

Ξ1 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ` πM1 : ϕM1

Ξ2 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 ` πM2 : ϕM2

. . .

Ξm : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 , . . . ,Mm−1 : ϕMm−1 ` πMm : ϕMm

Ξ : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 , . . . ,Mm : ϕMm ` τ : ψ

Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln ` let M = πM in τ end : ψ
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We combine ΠM with Π1, . . . ,Πn to get

Π1 : Γ ` πL1 : ϕL1

Π2 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 ` πL2 : ϕL2

. . .

Πn : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln−1 : ϕLn−1 ` πLn : ϕLn

ΠM : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln ` let M = πM in τ end : ψ

Γ ` let L = πL in let M = πM in τ end end : ψ

This is a derivation for the type of (A.12), which is the same as the type in

(A.11).

• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` let L = πL in let M = πM in τ end end : ψ (A.13)

Using our (merge) rule, we can get a proof term of the form

let L = πL,M = πM in τ end (A.14)

The typing derivation for (A.13) must be as follows.

Π1 : Γ ` πL1 : ϕL1

Π2 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 ` πL2 : ϕL2

. . .

Πn : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln−1 : ϕLn−1 ` πLn : ϕLn

ΠM : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln ` let M = πM in τ end : ψ

Γ ` let L = πL in let M = πM in τ end end : ϕL1 → . . .→ ϕLn

→ ϕM1 → . . .→ ϕMm

→ ψ
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where ΠM is of the form

Ξ1 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ` πM1 : ϕM1

Ξ2 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 ` πM2 : ϕM2

. . .

Ξm : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 , . . . ,Mm−1 : ϕMm−1 ` πMm : ϕMm

Ξ : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 , . . . ,Mm : ϕMm ` τ : ψ

Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln ` let M = πM in τ end : ψ

We use Π1, . . . ,Πn,Ξ1, . . . ,Ξm,, and Ξ to get a derivation

Π1 : Γ ` πL1 : ϕL1

Π2 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 ` πL2 : ϕL2

. . .

Πn : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln−1 : ϕLn−1 ` πLn : ϕLn

Ξ1 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ` πM1 : ϕM1

Ξ2 : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 ` πM2 : ϕM2

. . .

Ξm : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 , . . . ,Mm−1 : ϕMm−1 ` πMm : ϕMm

Ξ : Γ, L1 : ϕL1 , . . . , Ln : ϕLn ,M1 : ϕM1 , . . . ,Mm : ϕMm ` τ : ψ

Γ ` let L = πL,M = πM in τ end : ϕL1 → . . .→ ϕLn

→ ϕM1 → . . .→ ϕMm

→ ψ

This is a derivation for the type of (A.14), which is the same as the type in

(A.13).

Before we can prove soundness using the (generalize) and (specialize) rules,

we must prove several lemmas regarding substitution. We state the lemmas as

meta-typing rules.
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Lemma A.2
Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` τ : ψ

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` τ [L/L p] : ψ

where L = π does not appear in τ .

Proof. The proof is by induction on type derivations. Assume Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ `

τ : ψ.

• τ = p: The case follows trivially from the assumption.

• τ = q, q 6= q: The case follows trivially from the assumption.

• τ = M,M 6= L: The case follows trivially from the assumption.

• τ = L: From our assumption, we know

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` L : ϕ

We need to type L[L/L p], which is L p. The type derivation for this term is

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` L : ϕp → ϕ Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` p : ϕp

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` L p : ϕ

This is what we needed to show.

• τ = λx.π: The typing derivation is

Π
Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` π : ψ

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` λx.π : ∀x.ψ

By induction on Π, we have the deduction

Π′ : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` π[L/L p] : ψ

From our typing rule for term abstractions, we have the deduction

Π′

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` π[L/L p] : ψ

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` λx.π[L/L p] : ∀x.ψ

which is what we needed.
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• τ = λq.π: The typing derivation is

Π
Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ, q : d ` π : ψ

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` λq.π : d→ ψ

By induction on Π, we have a deduction

Π′ : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ, q : d ` π[L/L p] : ψ

From our typing rule for term abstractions, we have the deduction

Π′

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ, q : d ` π[L/L p] : ψ

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` (λq.π)[L/L p] : d→ ψ

which is what we needed.

• τ = πt: The typing rule in this case is

Π
Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` π : ∀x.ψ

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` πt : ψ[x/t]

By induction on Π, we have a typing derivation

Π′ : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` π[L/L p] : ∀x.ψ

We then use Π′ to deduce

Π′

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` π[L/L p] : ∀x.ψ
Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` π[L/L p] t : ψ

Since π[L/L p] t = (π t)[L/L p], we have the proof we needed.

• τ = π1π2: The typing rule for proof application is

Π1

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` π1 : e→ ψ
Π2

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` π2 : e

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` π1π2 : ψ
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By induction on Π1 and Π2, we get the deductions

Π′
1 = Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` π1[L/L p] : e→ ψ

Π′
2 = Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` π2[L/L p] : e

We use Π′
1 and Π′

2 to create the deduction

Π′
1

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` π1[L/L p] : e→ ψ
Π′

2

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` π2[L/L p] : e

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` (π1π2)[L/L p] : ψ

which is what we needed to showed.

• π1; . . . ; πn: The typing rule for a sequence is

Π1

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` τ1 : ϕ1 . . .
Πn

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` τn : ϕn

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` τ1; . . . ; τn : ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn

By induction on the Πi deductions, we get n deductions of the form

Π′
i : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` τi[L/L p] : ϕi

We use the Π′
i to create a deduction

Π1

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` τ1[L/L p] : ϕ1

Πn

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` τn[L/L p] : ϕn

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` (τ1; . . . ; τn)[L/L p] : ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn

which is what we wanted to show.

• let M1 = τ1 . . .Mn = τn in τ end: The typing rule for a let expression is

Π1 : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` τ1 : ϕ1

Π2 : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ,M1 : ϕ1 ` τ2 : ϕ2

. . .

Πn : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ,M1 : ϕ1, . . . ,Mn−1 : ϕn−1 ` τn : ϕn

Π : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ,M1 : ϕ1, . . . ,Mn : ϕn ` τ : ϕ

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` let M1 = τ1 . . .Mn = τn in τ end : ϕ
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By induction on the Πi and Π, we get the deductions

Π′
i ≡ Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ,M1 : ϕ1, . . . ,Mi−1 : ϕi−1 ` τi[L/L p] : ϕi

Π′ ≡ Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ,M1 : ϕ1, . . . ,Mn : ϕn ` τ [L/L p] : ϕ

Note that our assumption that L is not reassigned in τ is important. We use

the Π′
i and Π′ to create the deduction

Π′
1 : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` τ1[L/L p] : ϕ1

Π′
2 : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ,M1 : ϕ1 ` τ2[L/L p] : ϕ2

. . .

Π′
n : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ,M1 : ϕ1, . . . ,Mn−1 : ϕn−1 ` τn[L/L p] : ϕn

Π′ : Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ,M1 : ϕ1, . . . ,Mn : ϕn ` τ [L/L p] : ϕ

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` (let M1 = τ1 . . .Mn = τn in τ end)[L/L p] : ϕ

2

Lemma A.3
Γ, L : ϕ ` τ : ψ

Γ, L : ∀x.ϕ ` τ [L/L x] : ψ

where L = π does not appear in τ .

Proof. The proof is by induction on type derivations. It looks nearly identical

to the proof of Lemma A.2. 2

Lemma A.4
Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕp → ϕ ` τ : ψ

Γ, p : ϕp, L : ϕ ` τ [L p/L] : ψ

where L = π does not appear in τ and any occurrence of L in τ is applied to p.

Proof. The proof is by induction on type derivations. It is very similar to the

proofs of the previous two lemmas. The second condition is needed in order to
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ensure that a proof is well typed. If we allowed L to be applied to an arbitrary

proof π′, then τ [L p/L] might not type, as the type of L changes. 2

Lemma A.5
Γ, L : ∀x.ϕ ` τ : ψ

Γ, L : ϕ ` τ [L x/L] : ψ

where L = π does not appear in τ and any occurrence of L in τ is applied to x.

Proof. The proof is by induction on typing derivations, similar to the previous

three lemmas. 2

Now we can complete the remaining two cases in the proof of soundness.

• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` λp.let L = π in τ end : e→ ϕ (A.15)

Using our (generalize) rule, we can get a derivation of the form

let L = λp.π[L/L p] in λp.τ [L/L p] end (A.16)

From our typing rules, we know that the derivation Π must be of the form

Π1 : Γ, p : e ` τ1 : ϕ1

Π2 : Γ, p : e, L1 : ϕ1 ` τ2 : ϕ2

. . .

Πn : Γ, p : e, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln−1 : ϕn−1 ` τn : ϕn

Πτ : Γ, p : e, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ϕn ` τ : ϕ

Γ, p : e ` let L = π in τ end : ϕ

Γ ` λp.let L = π in τ end : e→ ϕ

Using Lemma A.2 repeatedly on our deductions Π2 . . .Πn gives us deductions

of the form

Π′
i : Γ, p : e, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : e→ ϕi−1 ` τi[L/L p] : ϕi
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for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. It is important to note that only L1, . . . , Li−1 appear in the

proof term τi. For τi, we apply Lemma A.2 (i − 1) times, once for each of

the Li that can appear in it.

Applying Lemma A.2 to Πτ gives us the new derivation

Π′
τ : Γ, p : e, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Ln : e→ ϕn ` τ [L/L p] : ϕ

From Π1, we get a typing derivation

Π′
1 :

Π1

Γ, p : e ` τ1 : ϕ1

Γ ` λp.τ1 : e→ ϕ1

We use the Π′
i to get derivations of the form

Π′′
i :

Π′
i

Γ, p : e, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Li : e→ ϕi ` τ [L/L p] : ϕ

Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : e→ ϕi−1 ` λp.τi[L/L p] : e→ ϕi

From Π′
τ , we get a derivation

Π′
τ

Γ, p : e, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Ln : e→ ϕn ` τ [L/L p] : ϕ

Π′′
τ : Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Ln : e→ ϕn ` λp.τ [L/L p] : e→ ϕ

Finally, we combine Π′
1, the Π′′

i , and Π′′
τ to form a derivation

Π′
1 : Γ ` λp.τ1 : e→ ϕ1

Π′′
2 : Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1 ` λp.τ2[L/L p] : e→ ϕ2

. . .

Π′′
n : Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Ln−1 : e→ ϕn−1 ` λp.τi[L/L p] : e→ ϕn

Π′′
τ : Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Ln : e→ ϕn ` λp.τ [L/L p] : e→ ϕ

Γ ` let L = λp.π[L/L p] in λp.τ [L/L p] end : e→ ϕ

This is a derivation of the type for (A.16), which has the same type as derived

in (A.15). This is what we needed to show.
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• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` λx.let L = π in τ end : ∀x.ϕ (A.17)

Using our (generalize) rule, we can get a derivation of the form

let L = λx.π[L/L x] in λx.τ [L/L x] end (A.18)

From our typing rules, we know that the derivation Π must have been of the

form

Π1 : Γ ` τ1 : ϕ1

Π2 : Γ, L1 : ϕ1 ` τ2 : ϕ2

. . .

Πn : Γ, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln−1 : ϕn−1 ` τn : ϕn

Πτ : Γ, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ϕn ` τ : ϕ

Γ ` let L = π in τ end : ϕ

Γ ` λx.let L = π in τ end : ∀x.ϕ

Using Lemma A.3 repeatedly on our deductions Π2 . . .Πn gives us deductions

of the form

Π′
i : Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : ∀x.ϕi−1 ` τi[L/L p] : ϕi

for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. It is important to note that only L1, . . . , Li−1 appear in the

proof term τi. For τi, we apply Lemma A.3 (i − 1) times, once for each of

the Li that can appear in it.

Applying Lemma A.3 to Πτ gives us the new derivation

Π′
τ : Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ∀x.ϕn ` τ [L/L p] : ϕ

From Π1, we get a typing derivation

Π′
1 :

Π1

Γ ` τ1 : ϕ1

Γ ` λx.τ1 : ∀x.ϕ1
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We use the Π′
i to get derivations of the form

Π′′
i :

Π′
i

Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Li : ∀x.ϕi ` τ [L/L x] : ϕ

Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : ∀x.ϕi−1 ` λx.τi[L/L x] : ∀x.ϕi

From Π′
τ , we get a derivation

Π′′
τ :

Π′
τ

Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ∀x.ϕn ` τ [L/L x] : ϕ

Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ∀x.ϕn ` λx.τ [L/L x] : ∀x.ϕ

Finally, we combine Π′
1, the Π′′

i , and Π′′
τ to form a derivation

Π′
1 : Γ ` λp.τ1 : ∀x.ϕ1

Π′′
2 : Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1 ` λx.τ2[L/L p] : ∀x.ϕ2

. . .

Π′′
n : Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Ln−1 : ∀x.ϕn−1 ` λx.τi[L/L x] : ∀x.ϕn

Π′′
τ : Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ∀x.ϕn ` λx.τ [L/L x] : ∀x.ϕ

Γ ` let L = λx.π[L/L x] in λx.τ [L/L x] end : ∀x.ϕ

This is a derivation of the type for (A.18), which has the same type as derived

in (A.17). This is what we needed to show.

• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` let L = λp.π in λp.τ end : e→ ϕ (A.19)

where L is applied to p in all occurrences in τ and the πi. Using our (spe-

cialize) rule, we can get a derivation of the form

λp.let L = π[L p/L] in τ [L p/L] end (A.20)
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We know the derivation of (A.19) must be of the form

Π1 : Γ ` λp.τ1 : e→ ϕ1

Π2 : Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1 ` λp.τ2 : e→ ϕ2

. . .

Πn : Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Ln−1 : e→ ϕn−1 ` λp.τn : e→ ϕn

Πτ : Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Ln : e→ ϕn ` λp.τ : e→ ϕ

Γ ` let L = λp.π in λp.τ end : e→ ϕ

The derivations Πi are of the form

Π′
i

Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : e→ ϕi−1, p : e ` τi : ϕi

Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : e→ ϕi−1 ` λp.τi : e→ ϕi

Using Lemma A.4 repeatedly on our deductions Π′
2 . . .Π

′
n and gives us de-

ductions of the form

Π′′
i : Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : e→ ϕi−1, p : e ` τi[L p/L] : ϕi

for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. It is important to note that only L1, . . . , Li−1 appear in the

proof term τi. For τi, we apply Lemma A.2 (i − 1) times, once for each of

the Li that can appear in it.

The derivation Πτ must be of the form

Π′
τ

Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Ln : e→ ϕn, p : e ` τ : ϕ

Γ, L1 : e→ ϕ1, . . . , Ln : e→ ϕn ` λp.τ : e→ ϕ
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We use Π′
1, the Π′′

i , and Π′
τ to get a derivation

Π′
1 : Γ, p : e ` τ1[L p/L] : ϕ1

Π′′
2 : Γ, p : e, L1 : ϕ1 ` τ2[L p/L] : ϕ2

. . .

Π′′
n : Γ, p : e, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln−1 : ϕn−1 ` τn[L p/L] : ϕn

Π′
τ : Γ, p : e, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ϕn ` τ [L p/L] : ϕ

Γ, p : e ` let L = π[L p/L] in τ [L p/L] end : ϕ

Γ ` λp.let L = π[L p/L] in τ [L p/L] end : e→ ϕ

This is a derivation of the type for (A.20), which has the same type as derived

in (A.19). This is what we needed to show.

• Let Π be a deduction of the form

Γ ` let L = λx.π in λx.τ end : ∀x.ϕ (A.21)

where L only occurs in τ and the πi applied to p. Using our (specialize)

rule, we can get a derivation of the form

λx.let L = π[L x/L] in τ [L x/L] end (A.22)

We know the derivation of (A.21) must be of the form

Π1 : Γ ` λx.τ1 : ∀x.ϕ1

Π2 : Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1 ` λx.τ2 : ∀x.ϕ2

. . .

Πn : Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Ln−1 : ∀x.ϕn−1 ` λx.τn : ∀x.ϕn

Πτ : Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ∀x.ϕn ` λx.τ : ∀x.ϕ

Γ ` let L = λx.π in λx.τ end : ∀x.ϕ
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The derivations Πi are of the form

Π′
i

Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : ∀x.ϕi−1 ` τi : ϕi

Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : ∀x.ϕi−1 ` λx.τi : ∀x.ϕi

Using Lemma A.5 repeatedly on our deductions Π′
2 . . .Π

′
n gives us deductions

of the form

Π′′
i : Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Li−1 : ∀x.ϕi−1 ` τi[L x/L] : ϕi

for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. It is important to note that only L1, . . . , Li−1 appear in the

proof term τi. For τi, we apply Lemma A.2 (i − 1) times, once for each of

the Li that can appear in it.

The derivation Πτ must be of the form

Π′
τ

Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ∀x.ϕn ` τ : ϕ

Γ, L1 : ∀x.ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ∀x.ϕn ` λx.τ : ∀x.ϕ

We use Π′
1, the Π′′

i , and Π′
τ to get a derivation

Π′
1 : Γ ` τ1[L x/L] : ϕ1

Π′′
2 : Γ, L1 : ϕ1 ` τ2[L x/L] : ϕ2

. . .

Π′′
n : Γ, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln−1 : ϕn−1 ` τn[L x/L] : ϕn

Π′
τ : Γ, L1 : ϕ1, . . . , Ln : ϕn ` τ [L x/L] : ϕ

Γ ` let L = π[L x/L] in τ [L x/L] end : ϕ

Γ ` λx.let L = π[L x/L] in τ [L x/L] end : ∀x.ϕ

This is a derivation of the type for (A.22), which has the same type as derived

in (A.21). This is what we needed to show.
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• Let Π be a derivation of the form

Γ ` λα.π : ϕ (A.23)

We can use our (rename) rule to get a proof term of the form

λβ.π[α/β] (A.24)

We can perform substitution on ϕ to get the type ϕ[α/β], which corresponds

to the type of (A.24). The two types are equivalent, as we are simply per-

forming α-renaming.

2
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